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Purpose. - - The purpose of this project is to construct a re-
source unit and two teaching units to illuminate four literary movements of 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries: Romanticism, Realism, Naturalism and 
Symbolism, through the correlation of literature, as an art form, ~~th paint-
ing. Works of literature \'Jill be compared to works of art from the same 
period, and comparisons and contrasts will be made among the four periods as 
a whole. The correlations will be most suitable for college-preparatory 
students in the eleventh and twelfth grades. 
Justification. - - This writer believes, on the basis of research 
and experimental evidence, that one method of helping literary works become 
more meaningful is studying them in relation to another art - specifically, 
the visual art of painting. "Exemplification of literary principles by ilus-
trations from other arts will render all art 'more intelligible. 111 As the 
pupils gradually realize the similarities which exist between two arts with 
regard to the artists• motivations, the subject matter, the mood and the 
styles, they may attain a more lasting sense of the significance of both arts 
than they would have had otherwise. Evidence of the enrichment provided by 
correlating literature and fine arts is discussed in Chapter Two. 
Scope. Chapter T\-10 of this project consists of two parts. 
The first treats the principles, methods, values and problems of correlating 
English with other subjects. The second part consists of research into the 
literature and the painting of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
1Ruth Mary Weeks, A Correlated Curriculum (New York, 1936), page 13. 
Chapter Three presents an eleventh-or twelfth•grade resource unit 
enti tied "Mirror Of Man11 , which correlates literature Ttd th painting in two 
partially developed teaching units. The first unit treats the nineteenth 
century movements of Romanticism, Realism and Naturalism; the second concerns 
the twentieth century phenomenon - Symbolism. The theme is a social one since 
literature and painting are regarded as two reflections of man's attitude to-
ward himself and his environment. 
Delimitations. -- Although four periods are emphasized, the unit 
does not attempt to present a survey of the history of art or literature. 
The understandings and materials are selective rather than compre-
hensive in scope. 
The unit is not concerned with applied art except in the optional 
related activities. 
The research involved in this project has been library research. 
The resource unit is untested. 
Procedure. -- The writer first investigated the method of correla-
tion in American education, emphasizing its psychological bases, its values 
and its problems. Research into the subject matter of the units is presented 
next. The resource unit, consisting of two sub-units, i s designed to provide 
the teacher with examples of the interrelationships between the literature and 
the painting of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with particular refer-
ence to the movements of Romanticism, Realism, Naturalism and Symbolism. 
Student activities, bibliographies and evaluations of pupil growth are also 
provided. 
Definition of Terms. 
A resource unit is: 
A comprehensive collection of suggested learning and teaching 
activities, procedures, materials and references organized 
around a unifYing topic or learner problem, designed to be 
helpful to teachers in developing their own teaching units 
appropriate to their respective classes; includes more than 
any one teacher could implement; t,ypical content: desired 
' I 
4. •• - - - .. -· 
outcomes, typical learner experiences, suggestions for start-
ing, developing and concluding the unit, evaluation, and 
') 
reference lists for pupils and teachers.~ 
The terms "correlation", "fusion11 , and "integration" all refer to 
degrees of intensity in the various ways in which different subject matter 
fields may be related. 
A correlated course of study is: 
A course of study that outlines a progrfu~ to interrelate the 
instruction of two or more subject areas relative to specific 
topics and that lists under the respective subject area head-
ings the activities, knowledges, skills or appreciations that 
each subject can or should contribute to the understanding of 
the topic in question.3 
A fused course of study is: 
A course in \'lhich various subjects of one or more fields are 
grouped and merged into larger wholes.4 
Integration i.s: 
The process or practice of combining different school subjects 
and presenting them as aspects of one unifYing project or 
2
carter v. Good, Dictiona£Y of Education (New York, 1959), Page 466. 
3 ~·' p. 143 - 144. 
4rbid.' p. 141. 
activit,y; for exa~ple, including the teaching of geography, 
history, art, English and arithmetic in a study of the Panama 
Canal. 5 
----------------------------·-------------------------------------------
5rbid., p. 292. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first concerns the 
important aspects of the correlative approach to learning, which is employed 
in the Resource Unit of this project. The second part treats the literature 
and painting of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with special emphasis 
on the movements of Romanticism, Realism, Naturalism and Symbolism. This 
section provides the subject matter of the Resource Unit. 
Correlation 
Need for Correlation. - - Specialization, one of the characteris-
tics of the intellectual activity of the mid-twentieth century, has contribu-
ted to a disintegration in our society. 
The arts themselves have so separated from one another that the 
teacher of the literature of one period may be totally unaware 
of the music or the painting of the same period. And even within 
any one art, a specialist in "classical" music may be unfamiliar 
with, or at least uninteres ted in polytonali ty; and authority on 
Renaissance painting may criticize the Impressionists with an 
appalling lack of sensitivity; or a literary critic of Mil ton may 
be unaware and totally unappreciative of the artistry of Mallarme 
or of Joyce.l 
The sources of the creative impulse in any one period lie not only in one's 
own field, but in related arts as well. The student needs an understanding of 
the influences of society, economics, and philosophy upon the artist. 2 If 
subjects are not correlated in our secondary schools, students may fail to see 
1Donald J. McGinn and George Howerton, editors, Literature as a Fine Art 
(New York, 1959), p. v. 
2Ibid. 
. ,. 
their interrelationships and, as a result, a picture of the wholeness of 
life.3 
Goals of Education. - - One of the primary goals of education is 
the development of the integrating person who attempts to discover the rela-
tionships which exist in the object of knowledge,4 and who possesses a unifi-
ed view of the world and of his own personality in it. 5 The student, if 
encouraged to challenge established patterns as well as to form new ones, may 
realize that there is no final or perfect integration . "Each new integration 
sensitizes the individual to the existence of new problems and unassimilated 
ideas which will in time force the creating of (still another) integration. 116 
In a world of perpetual nux, students need a sense of values. 
Therefore, a second educational aim in preparing our youth for life is to aid 
them in evolving their own ideas and ideals. 
Children and young people (must) understand the values to which 
mankind has made moral commitment in the past to determine which 
of these values must be preserved and w~ch may be modified in 
the light of changing world conditions. 
It is part of the task of education to 11 help man to build his value system so 
8 that it reflects a higher order of the worth and dignity of every man 11 • 
Equipped with ideals and a knowledge of their importance to him and to man-
kind, the student will be able to face his problems, have a basis for his 
3Ruth Mary Weeks, chairman, A Correlated Curriculm (New York, 1936), p.l. 
~elson B. Henry, editor, The Integration of Educational Experiences 
(Chicago, 1958), p. 42. 
5william H. Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities (New York, 1962) 
p. 80. 
6 Henry, P• 42. 
7H. Heffernan, "Goals of Education11 , Childhood Education, 38 (September, 
1961)' 4. 
8 w. D. Cocking, "National Purpose and Education", Overview, 2 (January, 
1961), 79. 
; l"' 
..:. --- - . ( 
decisions, and contribute to society as a whole.9 
Goals of English. - - One of the principal goals of the English 
teacher is the creation of an enthusiastic love of reading, which may satisf,r 
the pupil's genuine desire to know about life and curiosity about his environ-
ment. Reading should be treated as a means to an end, however, and not as an 
end itself. It is a way of finding information, ideas, understanding and hap-
piness, as well as a method for extending and enriching one's own experiences. 
By learning how others have thought and felt, the student's outlook on life 
10 
will be broadened. '~nderstanding the past and present as a basis for de-
termining the future is an u1 timate aim of all learning, and literature is the 
chief source of that understanding.n11 
The development of intellectual curiosity and persisting personal 
interests are t\'iO closely related goals of English. Increasing enjoyment of 
the better cultural offerings should stimulate students to use their leisure 
time more fruitfully. 12 
The pupil should leave school having developed conscious cri teria 
qy which to determine the worth of what he enjoys as art products, 
as social commentary, and as effective representation of the essen-
tial truths of human experience. He should give evidence in his 
voluntary selection of plays, films and reading of having applied 
his standards in the making of his choices.l.3 
A fourth goal of par ticular importance, especially in a democracy, 
is the development of critical thinking. Students at every level of instruc-
tion should have practice in attacking problems intelligently, in substantia-
9commission on the English Curriculum, The English Langqage Arts, 
Volume I (New York, 1952), p. 7. 
10Ibid., p. 5 - 10. 
11Ibid., P• a - 10. / 
12Ibid., p. 4S - 49. 
l.3Ibid. 
l.., --- .. ~-· 
ting their statements with evidence, in drawing inferences carefully, and in 
organizing their ideas skillfully for presentation to others. "They should 
evaluate critically ideas found (in human speech and on the printed page), 
learning in the process to validate authority, to distinguish fact from opin-
ion, to recognize untoward emotional appeal, and to detect false inferences 
and unsubstantiated generalizations.n14 The development of these skills is 
necessary in order to avoid the perils of ignorance, of prejudice, of propa-
ganda, and of our own emotions. 
Goals of Correlating English and Painting. In correlating lit-
erature with painting, the teacher must guard against the superficial accumu-
lation of a body of facts. Instead the pupils must learn to feel with the 
artist in order to comprehend the creative impulse.1 5 Sensitivity to the art 
16 process: the artist's point of view and how he has expressed it and a clear-
er realization of the nature of communication17 should be continually empha-
sized. "The resultant critical judgment is the chief aim of a course in the 
correlation of the fine arts.n18 
An understanding of the intrinsic values in a work of art is another 
important objective. By comparing works from different arts which illustrate 
the unif,ying spirit of the time, and by contrasting works which emphasize the 
unique expressiveness of each art form and each art object, the particular 
characteristics of a period may be vividly illuminated. One also attsins an 
177. 
14-rbid.' p. 45. 
1~cGinn, p . vi. 
16P. Haggard, "Expression in the Arts", Education, 73 (November, 1952), 
17Ib. , ~· 
18rJicGinn, p. vi. 
integrated understanding of the history of man .19 
Methods of Correlation. - - In the l ast two decades numerous 
schools throughout the country r~ve attempted to meet these objectives by 
altering their curriculums. Many have made definite efforts to employ the 
correlative method of teaching in varying degrees of intensity, ranging from 
11 the most conservative sort of merely incidental correlation through the cor-
relation and fusion of subject matter to the more radical forms of complete 
integration". 20 Ruth Weeks identifies six procedures in common use. 
The first method is the correlation of English with other fields 
-thi~ 
through incidental references. Teachers frequently employhtechnique in order 
to reinforce a specific point, to heighten understanding, and to enrich the 
English experience. Realization of the fact that the study of literature and 
language takes all knowledge for its province should increase the student's 
. t t . hi t 21 ~n eres ana ac evemen • 
Another method of teaching English is to correlate it with other 
subjects without modifying the latter in any way . While each course is studi-
ed as an end in itself, the teachers plan ahead to help the child see certain 
relationships between the subjects at appropriate points. An attempt is made 
to buil<i as many 11bridges 11 as possible in order to tighten the correlation. 22 
Careful planning in advance can prevent duplication of teaching in the coop-
erating classes, preclude the tendency of teachers to impose the limitations 
19B. R. Brown, "Correlation of Literature With the Fine Arts 11 , English 
Journal, 39 (October, 1950), 435- 441. 
20 
vreeks, p. 5. 
21Ibid., p. 17- 19. 
22Thomas L. Hopkins and others, Integration: Its Meaning and Application, 
(New York, 1937), p. 239. 
of their own interests upon their students, and insure correlations with the 
significant aspects of the various fields. 23 
The f\1sion of English with one other subject represents a third 
common procedure. Correlation becomes an integral part of the learning situ-
ation, which may be handled by two teachers or by one who covers both fields. 24 
Groups of subjects are sometimes fused when they are based on com-
mon principles, mutually interdependent (since one cannot be understood with-
out the rest), or similar in content. 
To the first group belong the fine arts, based on the same funda-
mental principles and representing approximately the same attitude 
toward experience and the same method of mastering it. 
The social sciences fall within the second group and the pnysical sciences, 
languages and humanities, which deal with parallel phases of human life or 
the natural world, belong to the third group . 26 
Correlations in the fine arts may be organized in at least four 
ways: period by period, art by art, basic principle by basic principle, or 
theme by theme. The second method is time consuming, repetitious and color-
less, since the relationships between the several arts are not vivid. These 
disadvantages are eliminated in the principle-by-principle organization, but 
a total cumulative impression of any one art is lost. The fourth method has 
been most successful at the junior high school level. The units in this pro-
ject will follow the first pattern in an effort to "cut across national lines 
as well as across the arts themselves, so that artistic movements and not 
23 20. Weeks, P• 
24rbid.' p. 82 . 
25 Ibid., p. 129. 
26Ibid. 
separate arts or separate national tendencies receive the major emphasis". 27 
Methods five and six include core curriculums based on the integra-
tion of all educational subjects or transcending subject matter divisions. A 
significant problem, usually related to the growth needs of the students, is 
selected for study. In order to find a solution, research must be done in the 
various disciplines: social studies, literature, language and grammar, the 
arts, mathematics and science. 
In this functional use of subject matter, students are helped to 
see the interrelationships between the various areas of general 
education and to relate these to t heir ovm needs and development. 
The various subj ect matter areas take on a new significance as 
the severe~ departments cooperate in locating and refining the 
pertinent skills, ideas and understandings needed to solve the 
problem.28 
Pgrchology and Correlation. - - Once a school system has decided to 
employ one of the preceding methods of correlation, it may draw upon the find-
ings of psychology in order to determine the specific teaching methods which 
will help students to comprehend interrelationships. 
Nelson B. Henry has pointed out that the principles of psychology 
support the practice of correlation. When i deas are connected and molded into 
a single idea, there is a greater depth of meaning and increase in retention. 29 
According to Loban, 11What one really learns, if it is to last, is a pattern, a 
generalization with applications, rather than a miscellany of specific react-
• II 30 l.OnS • 
Henry identifies five determinants of integrative behavior (the abil-
27Ibid., P• 157 - 158. 
28 211. Henry, p. 
29Ibid., p. 48. 
3°Loban, Ryan and Squire, Teaching Language and Literature (Nevl York, 
1961), p. 9. 
Jl 
ity to perceive relationships), which should have an important effect upon the 
teacher' s methods. The first is the abilit.y to abstract relationships. Stu-
dents must be able to handle problems symbolically, "to abstract the relevant 
aspects of the phenomena and perceive the likeness or symmetry which describes 
the relation between them" . 31 For example, when presented \'Ji th a novel by 
John Steinbeck and a lithograph by Daumier, the pupil should perceive the sim-
ilarity in theme of the t wo works. Psychologists indicate that the more com-
plex an abstraction is, the greater the intellectual abilit.y required to per-
ceive it. Furthermore, they conjecture that there may be an optimum level of 
conceptualization for persons of different levels of mentality. The teacher 
should therefore adjust the extent and difficulty of his correlative material 
".2 
to the abilities of his students.; 
A second determinant is "readiness". In order to perceive relation-
SPips or wholes, the class must first have learned the parts which comprise 
the whole. If a concept is presented first and then the parts, the interrela-
tionships will be structured by the teacher rather than the students. However, 
the goal is the formulation of fresh insights and relationships by the class. 
- -- ~ 
The teacher may be most helpful when he arranges his materials in such a way 
that the over-all structure remains incomplete, forcing the pupils to perceive 
the whole on their own. 33 The pupils should be acquainted with the elements of 
literature and of painting before they attempt to see the relationships between 
them. 
The third determinant covers factors influencing an individual's per-
captions . The first is his self-concept. Since success and failure have a 
'21 
./ Henry, P• 49 • 
32Ibid. 
33Ibid., p . 50 - 51. 
powerful effect upon a person's future development, the correlative experience 
should be a successful one. If a student is able to comprehend a framework, 
he will feel the pleasure of achievement and integrative behavior should be-
come part of his self-concept. 34 
A second factor is the behavior of the teacher; he should 11model 11 
integrative behavior. By helping his students to see how he himself arrives 
at new conceptions and relationships and qy sharing with them his own pleasure 
and satisfaction in the grasping of an organizational pattern, he may generate 
similar behavior in his audience. 35 
Perceptions are also influenced Qy past experience, by needs, by 
values, or by the stress of the situation. In connection with the first of 
these factors, the teacher must provide the background and then set the situa-
tion so that its cues suggest the previously learned material. Secondly, if 
a student realizes that forming relationships will help him to attack problems 
he wants to solve, he will endeavor to adopt this behavior. Values also in-
fluence perceptions, since a person has difficult.y in accepting and learning 
material which conflicts with his ideals. Consequently , teachers should build 
upon their students' common cultural background and at the same time vary 
their presentations so as to appeal to the various segments in their groups . 
In this ltJaY each student will be able to relate the materif.l to his other ex-
periences and perhaps organize a new conception. Finally, teachers should 
avoid creating stressful situations, which occur when students feel they are 
being forced to adopt a certain point of view. 
Since the teacher ultimately seeks to have the students display 
integrating behavior on their own, he must present the framework 
34rbid.' p . 53. 
35Ibid., p. 63. 
in such a way that the student can accept it and make it hi s ov.n 
but not feel bound by it - not feel that his capacity for inde-
pendent thinking is being curbed. The teacher can do this by 
encouraging the student to be critical of the framevrork present-
ed and, where alternative frameworks are reasonably possible, 
presenting the alternatives and indicating the arbitrary nature 
of the organizing framework. Sometimes he can present modifica-
tions or adjuncts of the major integrating framework and encour-
age students to explore t hem.36 
Henry's fourth determinant of integrative behavior is the ability 
to form generalizations. The teacher's task is to guide the students' atten-
tion to the points of similarity which form the basis of the framework to be 
discovered. He may accomplish this in three ways. First, by presenting 
mater ial side by side, either verbally or in space (such as paintings), the 
similarities should become obvious. "Similarly, contiguity in time - (per-
mitting comparable points to be presented in immediate sequence} - helps 
establish a relation between them. u37 Secondly, relationships shoul<i be 
formulated in several different contexts. As Laban states, 11 In order to re-
late and organize their experiences, students must practice thinking about 
key qualities or important characteristics ••• in settings other than those in 
'28 \<ihich they were originally perceived".,;;~ For example, a theme whi ch appears 
in their reading may also exist in painting. Third, integrating behavior v.i.ll 
be encouraged further if challenging, complex problems, which are more diffi-
cult than those discussed in class, are offered for individual study. 39 
The fifth and final determinant is the desire to integrate. The 
latter may be encouraged by clarif,ying the objectives to be attained, by 
36
rbid., p. 55 - 63. 
37Ibid., p. 58. 
38 Laban, p. 9. 
39Henry, p. 60. 
rewarding the desired behavior, and by providing "models" for imitation. 
The goal of the correlative experience must be clear to the students and they 
must have confidence that they can attain it. Early attempts at integration 
should be acknowledged positively, since the self-rewarding principle does 
not operate until the goal has been achieved. A consistent display of inte-
grating behavior on the part of the teacher, together with opportunities for 
the students to imitate it, should make this behavior the accepted norm for 
the group. Hence the phenomenon of conformity can be used to facilitate the 
desire to integrate.40 
Values of the Correlative Method. - - The correlative method has 
several significant values: the learning area is considerably broadened be-
yong the mere summation of the subject matter of the subjects.41 Correla-
tion, in other words, enables the student "to eradicate that fatal disconnec-
tion of subjects which kills the vitality of our modern curriculum". 42 
Instead, life, in all its manifestations, The arts, in par-
ticular, illustrate the richness, the diversity, and the t'londer of the 
- I 
expressions of man through the ages.43 As relationships are formed between 
the various disciplines and a picture of the world in which we live gradually 
takes shape, learning becomes profound and meaningful. Acquaintance with new 
areas of study often leads to the development of new interests. 44 
In the opinion of Ruth Weeks, "the correlation of the fine arts re-
40 Ibid., ?• 61 
41Hopkins, p. 232. 
4~eeks, p. 22. (Alfred N. Whitehead) 
43F. C. Hibner, "Fine Arts in Education 11 , Catholic Educational Review, 
56 (April, 1958), 230- 241. 
44t. A. Netzer, "What is Really Correlation?", Wisconsin Journal of 
Education, 91 (January, 1959), 15. 
inforces the concepts of one art qy their parallel expression in another 
Esthetic values (such as an appreciation of beaut.y) are heightened qy their 
repetition". 45 Netzer supports this viewpoint. 
If a concept is taught in one area and applied in another, the 
principle of repetition is being utilized. Furthermore, if a 
concept is taught in one area and the children realize that 
this is being done because they will use it immediately in 
another area, the principle of use is operating as well as the 
principle of meaning.46 
The glorification of nature, a theme which appears frequently in romantic 
poetr,r, takes on added significance for the student if he sees that it 
flourishes in the painting of that period also. 
Finally, correlation of the fine arts promotes, the integrated 
development of the ~\'hole man. The artistic approach requires intellect - the 
processes of abstraction, insight and judgment - and emotions, imagination 
and memory, the conscious and the subconscious. "Through the arts the stud-
ent is prepared for an intelligent, humane adjustment to the environment 
which he will enter.n47 
Problems of the Correlative Method. - - The problems related to 
the correlative method are primarily administrative. First, teachers' re-
sistance to change has prevented more widespread use of the technique. They 
cling to the known and familiar and resist inventing new subject matter 
organization. Novel methods require greater resourcefulness and information 
on the part of teachers, who may distrust both their abilities and prepara-
tion.48 That their fears are justified is illustrated qy the following weak-
45 Weeks, p. 156. 
4~etzer, p. 14. 
47Hibner, p. 234. 
48weeks, p. 196. 
neeses most commonly found in correlated courses. 
First, poorer teaching has appeared. Inadequately trained teachers 
have not always understood the relationships between subjects and consequent-
ly they have seized upon the superficial.49 Their students have been permit-
ted to memorize some particular structuring of ideas without understanding or 
applying them in new situations.5° 
In other instances teachers have failed to plan the correlations in 
advance. As a result, much of the material has been duplicated in other 
classes, causing boredom on the part of the students. Or the correlations 
have followed the bent of the instructor's interest and background, and in-
stead of emphasizing factors of vi tal significance, have inadvertently 
stressed unimportant ideas. This practice has caused the omission of study 
of salient areas, causing recriminations qy the other teachers.51 
Educators, too, are resistant to change. In order to reorganize 
the curriculum on a correlative basis, they must formulate a philosophy of 
education and of life and cormni t themselves to some scale of values. They 
are reluctant to do this, however, since they are pledged to please the pub-
lie. But until a definite stand is taken by teachers and administrators, the 
new values to be gained from a correlated program may not be able to compen-
sate for the old ones which will be replaced. 52 
49v. E. Leichty, "Integration - A disintegrating Factor?", The Journal 
of Education, 131 (December, 1948), 276. 
50 Henry, p. 208. 
5lweeks, p. 19. 
52Ibid., p. 7, 196. 
Literature and Painting in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 
Characteristics of the Nineteenth Century. - - "The nineteenth 
century was a century of upheaval, of ferment, of new forces and new ideas 
in conflict \<Ji th the old. n 53 France was one of the great storm centers; 
the French Revolution had altered the country politically, socially and 
economically. In England the Industrial Revolution had equally vast conse-
quences.54 
The rapid growth of scientific research and applied science ushered 
in the Machine Age. From 1800 to 1850 myriad inventions appeared; the steam-
boat, locomotive, transatlantic liner, and passenger train, as well as the 
telegraph and the camera- all of which, with other factors, eventuated in a 
great expansion of industry. Now a new class of weal thy manufacturers chal-
lenged the landed aristocracy. Populations drifted to the cities where the 
manufacturing plants were located, \<Jith consequent over-crowding and inevit-
ably, slum conditions. Socialism arose in an attempt to alleviate the social 
and economic injustices suffered b,y the working classes.55 
Darwin's Origin of the Species (1859) was a product of the scientific 
approach coupled ~~th a close observation of phenomena. His book induced a 
long line of r esearch and weakened religious faith. 56 
Position of the Artist. - - Deeply affected by these influences of 
a changing age \<Ias the artist. In the past his position had been secure. As 
a member of a guild the artist filled a normal niche in the economic structure. 
Kings , popes, nobles, and the Church provided steady patronage; supply and 





demand balanced. But the ~iachine Age changed the classes and institutions 
which had purchased art objects and practically abolished the handcrafts. 
Deprived of his economic securit,y, the artist became conscious of himself as 
a different kind of man. 57 
The increasing complexit,y of communal life compelled him to be 
more private and personal and less of a public spokesman, ex-
pressing in literature the societ,y of his time, and to declare 
that nothing has value to him except what he discovers in the 
depths of his own personalit,y.58 
Romanticism in Literature. - - Romanticism was perhaps the most 
significant development in literature and the arts in the first half of the 
nineteenth century. In many r espects the movement was a product of the indi-
vidualism characteristic of the past. From Renaissance Humanism and the Pro-
testant Revel t the romantics inherited their faith in the digni t,y of the human 
being. From Descartes they derived their conviction t hat every person must 
seek and discover the truth for himself. And from the Enlightenment came 
their idealism and aspirations for a better world devoid of human suffering.59 
However, the Romantic movement was primarily one of revolt against 
the past. One may distinguish at least three main elements in thi s rebellion. 
The first was an emphasis on the emotional at the expense of the rational. 
While among the classicists the psychological concern was with 
the conflict betvTeen reason and passion, with emphasis upon 
the control of passion VTith reason, among the romantics the 
interest was in the exploration and dramatization of the 
passions as providing the only valid mode for meaningful experi-
ence.60 
57 Ibid., p. 664 
58J. B. Priestley, Literature and Western Man (New York, 1960), p. 115. 
59werner P. Friederich, Outline of Comparative Literature (Chapel Hill, 
1954), P• 255. 
60Ibid., p. 261. 
In Wordsworth's Preface to hi s Lyrical Ballads he defines a poem as "the 
spontaneous overflow of powerful feelingsn 61 originating from "emotion 
recollected in tranquilityn. 62 
A second element in the Romantic movement was the vogue of the 
weird and the supernaturally evil. This theme resulted from the romantics' 
fascination with the effect of the supernatural on their emotions. Disillus-
ioned with the rel'lards of normal intellectual activity, the typical Romantic 
hero turned to the occult sciences and attempted to communicate with evil 
spirits. 63 
Accompanying this preoccupation with spiritualism was that remark-
able phenomenon of the nineteenth century known as the ~ du siecle, which 
Werner P. Friederich defines as 
that fashionable maladjustment of the individual which induces in 
him utter melancholy and overwhelming sadness in the f ace of the 
materialism, misunderstanding, and blindness of the world to the 
sensitive fgelings and intuitive unders tanding of the arti s tic 
individual. 4 
This lonely isolation of the idealistic artist steadily worsened with the 
Napoleanic wars and Western Europe's growing industrialization and class 
struggles. Their reactions to the changing world about them is reflected 
not only in their works, but also in their own apparently maladjusted and 
often tragic lives. 65 
The third element - a desire to escape from reality - i s really t he 
6lErnest Bernbaum, editor, Antholog[ of Romanticism (New York, 1948), 
P• 301. 
62Ibid. 
63n. J. McGinn and George Howerton, Literature as a Fine Art (New York, 
1959), P• 203. 
6~ederich, p. 262. 
65tbid., p. 26.3. 
essence of the Romantic movement. Undoubtably the presence of ugly factories 
and slums in previously pleasant English towns repulsed the artist and impel-
led him to seek a world nearer his heart's desire. Instead of attempting to 
reform existing conditions, he sought refuge either in the newly discovered 
natural universe, or in the far distant lands of his imagination, or in the 
remote past, or in the future where he could build a more satis~ing world 
than his own. 66 As a result we find in the fine arts of the period, themes 
dealing with the common people who lived close to nature, ~~th the Middle 
Ages, which had a mysterious and exotic atmosphere to the romantics, and with 
Antiquity and its rebellious individuals. 67 
Most of the romantics, after expressing their rebellion against ex-
isting evils, passed beyond the phase of despondency and escape and began to 
work for social improvement in the future. Their campaign was directed 
against all men whose motives were greed and pride and who had 
standardized, commercialized, mechanized, vulgarized, and metro-
politanized life. What was needed and what could be begun, was 
a revel t against such worldliness by an a1.-.raJcening of man's indig-
nation to what life was really meant to be - free, natural, 
peaceful, beautiful and humane.68 
One of the most interesting facets of Romanticism was the poet's 
explanation of the nature of the creative process. The romantic believed 
that the universe was not a meaningless chaos hostile to man, but rather a 
harmonious whole created by omnipotence and sustained by love. He assumed 
that "the Universe "'1.lled to reveal its essential and its eternal purposes to 
66 
McGinn, p. 20.3. 
67Friederich, p. 261. 
68 b "i Bern aum, p. XXVl. • 
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69 Through Nature it spoke to all men, regardless of their station in 
life, since every human being was capable of appreciating, to some degree, 
nature, literature and art. However, only few could respond to this call 
and still fewer could express what they had sensed. 70 According ·to Words-
worth, the poet belongs in this latter category of men, since he is a "man 
endowed with more lively sensibilit,y, more enthusiasm and tenderness, who 
has a greater knowledge of human nature, and a more comprehensive soul than 
are supposed to be common among mankind".71 
The part of the creative process which fascinated the romantics 
particularly was the actual moment of communication between the poet and the 
universe, or the eternal. This was called the moment of inspiration, when 
truth, virtue and beauty were made known to man. In order to receive true 
glimpses of the supreme realities, the human mind had to ~~thdraw itself from 
mundane affairs and concentrate on the inner life. "It must cultivate that 
state of mind which is called Imagination, one trait of which is receptivity 
towards Inspiration. 1172 This highly emotional state achieved, in a brief 
moment (which Wordsworth called a "spot of timen73), intellectual, moral, 
aesthetic and spiritual insight into the significance of nature and man. A 
poem's immortal beauty and power then, resulted from its transcendental 
source.
74 
With the romantics also began the cult of childhood. They viewed 
69Ibid., p. xxvi. 
70ibid. 
71Ibid., p. 304. 
72Ibid., p. xxvi. 
73Ibid. 
74Ibid. 
the young child as a holy figure, since they believed he was bound intimately 
with nature through his unconscious. In the arts they represented the child 
as an unspoil t savage \tlhose very existence illuminated the evils of ci vili za-
ti 75 on. 
The reaction against the past led inevitably to the development of 
new modes and forms of expression. In poetry the classical forms were rejec-
ted in favor of the freer and less disciplined lyric forms. 
The art ballad, the personal lyric, and the song became the 
favorite means of poetic expression because these forms 
allowed for the projection of the subjective feelings of the 
poet and became in effect a creation of what was inside the 
poet re.ther than an imitation of what was outside him - which 
had been the classical concept of the purpose and nature of 
poetry.76 
In order to describe nature, the poet used the "language really used by menn77 
a comparatively unornamented diction. In the process he became interested in 
the people who lived in the outdoors - farmers, shepherds, huntsmen. This 
concern for the common man stands in sharp contrast to the earlier preoccupa-
tion with the courtier and the gentleman. 78 
In prose, writers preferred the novel, the short story, and the 
fairy-tale (among the loosest of all literary forms), because these modes 
allowed them the greatest degree of freedom in creating the ideal world of 
their imaginations.79 
Developments in Painting . - - The powerful energy and tumultuous 
feelings liberated by the French Revolution were revealed in the paintings of 
75Priestley, p. 118. 
76Friederich, p. 260. 
77 Bernbaum, p. 300. 
7~cGinn, p. 202. 
79Friederich, p. 260. 
the period also. In Paris, the center of art, painters could not express 
themselves in the cold, severe and classical manner of David and Ingres. 
They turned, as did the poets and writers, both to new subject matter and a 
new style of painting. 80 One finds in a romantic's canvas exciting themes 
dealing with the long ago and far away or a warm and glowing reflection of 
the artist's feelings toward an emotionally significant event. As for style, 
the painter strived for an animated medium. Where the classicist had employ-
ed pale colors, arriving at a soothing and lifeless greyness, the romanticist 
utilized color generously and dramatically. Further, the artist experimented 
with movement 
by showing figures "on the move" and by technical device of 
emphasizing diagonals and interweaving the figures in a sort 
of motion-pattern. (In contrast) the ideal of the classicists 
had been that of a few figures separately set out, postured, 
as in sculpture, in a composition static and grave.81 
All of the fine arts revealed the political, social and economic upheavals of 
the early nineteenth century. 
Realism in Literature. - - A second movement of major importance 
in the same century was that of realism. It did not successfully overthrow 
Romanticism until approximately 1850 when the writings of Flaubert, Gautier, 
Hebbel, Storm and others first appeared. This date is appropriate also be-
cause the movement was profoundly affected by the political, social and 
economic impact of the 1848 Revolution. In general the realistic writers 
were revolting against the idealism of the romantics and sought to present 
82 the world as it really was. 
80 Gardner, p. 675. 
81sheldon Cheney, The Stog of Modern Art (New York, 1958), p. 19. 
82Friederich, p. 335. 
Werner P. Friederich distinguishes five phases in the development 
of Realism. The first of these consisted of the young European writers, who, 
disgusted with the passivity and daydreaming of the romantics, turned to mili-
tant liberalism and used literature as a vehicle for political journalism.83 
The second phase included those writers who returned to the con-
crete style of the classicists, having found the Romantic literature hazy and 
distant. Out of these two preparatory tendencies developed, from 1850 to 
about 1890, the age of artistic Realism.84 
The third phase developed from several important factors. The new 
political climate, consis ting of the drives for democracy and national unity, 
was one of them. "Both of these drives compelled the public and the writers 
to remain ever conscious of political and social phenomena, and so it was 
85 
only natural that the authors should turn to the real world about them." 
Another extremely important factor was science. While the romantics had 
dreamed of an ideal world, the scientist had actually changed the real one. 
In modern science rather than in philosophy the (realist) expects 
to find the answers to his questions concerning his own place in 
the scheme of things. Geology and astronomy will tell him what 
his world is. Biology will explain hi s place in this world. As 
for his relations with the rest of mankind, he will consult the 
sociologist as his guide. And in order to understand himself, he 
will study physiology and psychology.86 
Striving for greater success, the authors adopted the methods of the scien-
tists. 
Three men \vere especially important in the field of science and the 
83Ibid., p. 368. 
84rbid., p. 367. 
85Ibid., p. 369. 
8~cGinn, p. 269. 
social sciences for their influence on Realism. From Auguste Comte writers 
adopted the new fashion of regarding human societ,y scientifically. As a re-
sult they vi ewed the \mrld as a meaningless mechanism in which the aspirations, 
ideals , and hopes of mankind had no place. The pessimism in much of the 
prose fiction and drama of Realism stems from these beliefs. Charles Dar-
win's theories on heredity and envirolli~ent as controlling factors in the 
determination of human character and conduct had a profound effect upon the 
writers of the time. And, finally, Karl Marx helped to give impetus to the 
trend of facing the evils of society (instead of ignoring them as the roman-
tics had done) in order to bring about social reform. 87 
The novels of the time clearly reflect t hese influences. Instead 
of choosing characters from the past, the author's hero and heroine are the 
average man and woman \vhose conduct is determined by heredity and environment 
and not~ any inherent tragic flaw. Their suffering is the result of eco-
nomic and political forces beyond t heir power. Usually reforms concerning 
the way in which societ,y was organized were advocated so that controls could 
be brought to bear against these forces. 88 
Naturali sm in Literature. -- The fourth phase in the development 
of Realism was Naturalism. This movement was dominated at first ~ Zola and 
Ibsen and their ideas of heredity, and l ater ~ .American writers who were im-
pressed with Marxist theories.89 
The difference between Realism and Naturalism was necessarily one 
of degree rather than of kind. Naturali sm was merely the logical 
extension and intensification of the fundamental principles of 
Realism.90 
87Friederich, p. 370 - 371. 
88M G. 269 c 1nn, p. • 
89Friederich, p. 373. 
90Ibid., p. 373. 
Unlike the realist, the naturalist did not select carefully which facts to 
include in his writing, but presented his world as it really was in order to 
illuminate the political, social, economic and psychological forces at work. 
He championed the oppressed lower classes of societ.y rather than the bourge-
oise, whom the realists had favored, and believed that some political or 
social panacea would ameliorate their unsatisfactory conditions. 
Since, too, his purpose was to expose social problems, he was 
inevitably concerned •d th the sordid, the ugly, the discordant 
aspects of societ,y which created these problems. He was unin-
terested in producing something which might be described as 
"beautiful", for his purpose was to reproduce the world as it 
was, and if that world lacked beauty, then it would be senti-
mental romanticizing to insist that he should make it seem 
beautiful. 91 
These ideas are evident in naturalistic literature. The novels are 
tragic without being tragedies, since the characters suffer from forces be-
yond their control. The authors attempted to reveal that all suffering was 
needless and meaningless because it stemmed from the evils of societ,y which 
could be corrected.92 
Impressionism was the final phase in the development of Realism. 
The same artistic principles were employed as before, but they were refined. 
In contrast to the common st,ylistic grossness of the naturalists 
••• , the impressionist ~ases the realities of the objective 
world with his own reactions, or impressions of that world. 
Wbile still describing the realities of nature, he emphasizes 
not that which is seen, but the impression which the object 
observed makes upon him.93 
It is evident, therefore, that the impressionist is giving a mental rather 
than a physical picture. He is not as objective as the naturalist nor as 
9libid. 
92Ibid., p. 373. 
93Ibid., p. 374. 
subjective as the symbolist.94 
In order to express their new literary t hemes, the realists made 
principal use of three genres: the novel, the short story, and the drama. 
The short lyric was the only poetic form which was seriously cultivated dur-
ing this period.95 
Changes in subject matter inevitably led to st.ylistic innovations. 
The language used increasingly resembled human speech. Eventually dialects 
and previously unprintably profane words appeared. Literature began to adopt 
a formlessness characteristic of life itself.96 
Developments in Painting. - - Painting and the other arts were 
also profoundly affected b.Y the new scientific attitude. Artists rejected 
the ideal world of their predecessors. They felt that painting in the grand 
manner (romantics} did not conform to the social conditions of the time nor 
did religious painting, which clashed with the spirit of the century. In-
stead the realists turned to imitating nature, as the camera did, and to de-
picting the lives of the people in their customary surronndings - railway 
stations, engine houses , mines , and factories. The historical, legendary and 
exotic themes of the romantics were abandoned. They further believed that 
the beaut.y in nature stood above all artistic conventions. The painter had 
no right to change the form of his subject (as the symbolists had done) be-
cause, in doing so, he weakened it.97 
Characteristics of the Twentieth CentuEf. - - The same forces 
which existed in the nineteenth century developed with accelera t ed speed in 
94rbid. 
95Ibid., p. 371 
96Ibid., p. 373. 
97 Cheney, p. 131 - 132. 
the twentieth. "World War I, the Great Depression, and World War II followed 
one another in swift succession, and the chaos of the 1800's became the super-
chaos of the 1900•s. 1198 Science, technology, and industry have made unbeliev-
able strides, probably not yet a climax, since the beginning of the Industrial 
Revolution. As a result our civilization has become mechanistic, urban and 
secular. At the same time great social changes are taking place. The voice 
of the common man is heard; the old order of the chosen few is dissolving. 
Since communication between countries is now easy and swift, new concepts of 
internationalism, of one total world, have developed in an attempt to control 
nationalism, which is still rampant. "Ferment, confusion and realignment have 
(created) a faculty for -isms, -ologies, and -acracies, - necessarily, for 
99 
only by experiment can the way out be found." All of these trends are re-
fleeted in the arts. 
Position of the Artist. -- The artist's position in society is 
changing also. Some writers and painters, feeling themselves isolated from an 
understanding audience, write increasingly for their own group, which is ~pa-
thetic to their ideas, and less and less for the common man. However, other 
artists have attempted to adapt themselves to a changing \'o'orld. They have 
broken down the \1alls of specialization and are now designing machine-made 
articles and "are reaching out into the fields of weaving, ceramics and glass. 
Painters and sculptors are collaborating vd th builders in providing murals and 
100 decorative accents." 
The people, now the patrons of art, are beginning to understand the 
innovations in the fine arts. Also, they have become increasingly sensitive 
98 Gardner, p. 704. 
99Ibid. 
100Ibid., p. 705. 
to the art 1;1hich they find in their everyday surroundings. 
When they thrill at the RCA Building, an airplane, or a stream-
li~ed railroad train, or when they take delight in a mechanized 
kitchen or in a simple, gayly colored gadget from the five-and-
ten, or when they select an automobile on the basis of its lines 
and color, they are barely beginning to participate with the 
artist in a common understanding, and may be laying the founda-
tion of a new style that will be expressive of a ne\IT emerging 
order.lOl 
But the cul tura.l lag continues to exist. People find it hard to renounce the 
traditional and the familiar even in a chaotic period. 
§ymbolism in Literature. -- Perhaps the most significant twentieth-
century movement in the arts was that of Symbolism, which developed concurrent-
ly with Realism. While Realism was essentially a reaction against Romanticism, 
Symbolism continued some of the same essential features as the earlier phenom-
enon. Like the romantics, the symbolist poets believed that "the purpose of 
the artist was to create the world for his audience, and that this creation 
csme largely from within the artist himself and his response to the world and 
102 
not from a skillful copying of the world outside". Sharing this conviction 
that art is the projection of the conscious (or the subconscious) of the art-
ist, were the painters and sculptors who belonged to the movements of Expres-
sionism, Imagism, Futurism, Cubism Dadaism and Surrealism.103 
The same factors contributed to the development of Symbolism as had 
influenced Realism and Naturalism. However, they had an opposite effect upon 
the later movement. Instead of imitating the realities of their environment, 
the s,ymbolists were revolted qy them and retreated into a world of their own. 
They shunned all that was mercenary, materialistic and mechanistic. While the 
101Ibid. 
102Friederich, p. 335. 
103Ibid., P• 409. 
discoveries in the physical sciences had inspired the naturalists, they con-
vinced the s.ymbolists that the scientists were turning man into "a mere bio-
chemical organism, essentially no diff erent from a guinea pign.104 As a re-
sult, the rationalistic approach to knowledge was rejected in favor of an 
intuitive quest that ~rould demonstrate that man is unique and perhaps divine. 
The subconscious became the source for knowledge and poetic inspiration.105 
Four men profoundly influenced the development of Symbolism. The 
mysterious, fantastic tales of Hoffmann led to the belief that behind the 
world of appearances lay a sinister world of mystery which affected men's 
lives. The author's doctrine of "correspondences" also was adopted widely by 
the s.ymbolists. According to this concept, "perceptions are interchangeable 
among the senses. One can hear the 'colors' of music, smell the •textures' of 
106 perfume, and see the aural harmonies of a visual scene. 11 In other words, 
the world which we perceive through our senses consists of s.ymbols which stand 
107 for the real world beyond. 
Edgar Allan Poe's stories of mystery also revealed the meaningless 
world of appearances. According to the symbolists, one must attain reality 
and truth by retreating into imagination. Poe asserted, too, that only short 
poems could produce beautiful effects. This statement was obviously inspiring 
to modern poets, since the symbolists• verses were rarely long. The highly 
musical, reytbmic and harmonic quality in Poe's metrics undoubtably affected 
other writers who strived to achieve a musical effect in their 1ines.108 
104rbid. 
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In Friedrich Nietzsche the s.ymbolists found another champion. His 
vigorous rejection of the materialistic and shallow values of society appeal-
ed to the artists who were repulsed qy their environment. Further, Nietzsche's 
doctrine of rebellious individualism and intellectual superiority became very 
popular. According to this belief, men are different and therefore unequal; 
those who are superior have an obligation to develop their talents by con-
stant discipline and study, despite the wishes or opinions of the masses. 
These ideas attracted the symbolists, who had rejected society and who felt 
109 
economically inferior to the bourgeoise though intellectually far above it. 
Sigmund Freud's theories probably influenced the s.rmbolists more than 
any other single factor. His teaching that 
the subconscious element in the human mind exercises a fundamental 
and controlling influence over the personality and the behavior of 
the human being gave scientific justification for the symbolist 
reliance upon intuition. But it was even more important that his 
method of psychoanalysis (in \ihich the free association of ideas 
and of the unconscious dream symbols became a means of penetrating 
to the subconscious) provided support for the poetic method of 
Symbolism.llO 
Several significant theories concerning poetry were advanced during 
this movement. To begin with, poets believed that a poem did not necessarizy 
need to have a rational meaning; "poetry's task was to express something that 
cannot be moulded into a definite form and cannot be approached by a direct 
route" •111 The advantage of a symbol was that it could not be translated into 
any other form and yet could be interpreted in many different ways. Poets, 
therefore, deliberately expressed themselves in vague or personal terms and 
109Ibid., p. 412. 
110Ibid., p. 41.3. 
111Arnold Hauser, The Social Histo;y of Art, Volume IV (New York, 1958), 
p. 196. 
intentionally made their thoughts difficult to understand.112 
In their rebellion against tradition and their contemporar,y culture, 
both poets and painters either altered the ~edia, forms and techniques of the 
past or created entirely new ones. Unlike the realists and naturalists, who 
depicted their concrete world in the novel, the s,rmbolists primarily employed 
poetry and developed the prose poem. They tried to reveal their subjective 
worlds~ appealing to the reader's senses. They even attempted to discover 
a new s.yntax and a new language for poetry, just as painters and sculptors 
sought new forms of abstractionism. Since an exact meaning was not required 
of a poem, a speed and intensity was achieved from an omission of certain 
links in the chain of association.113 
§Imbolism in _Painting. - - Progressive painters of the twentieth 
century also rebelled against tradition. Realistic art had been nourishing 
for four or five hundred years and received reinforcement from nineteenth 
century scientists who added to man's knowledge of anatomy and perspective. 
People had become accustomed to exact representations of objects and events 
seen with the outward eye; they assumed that nature should not be distorted. 
However, "a few independent artists became convinced that scientific truth 
and realistic seeing were constricting creative art" •114 They were careless 
of nature and eventually concluded that objective representations of life 
were of secondary importance to man's subjective reactions to nature. Forms 
were analyzed "to simplified but related elements , then reshaped into new and 
subtle entities. Sometimes these entities were representational, sometimes 
nonrepresentational, sometimes nonobjective, or completely geometricn.115 
112Ibid., p. 195. 
113Ibid., p. 199. 
114 Cheney, p. 228. 
115 Gardner, p. 767. 
Values became formal and decorative and the artist's problem was one of space 
relationships.116 
One of the significant aspects of modern painting is its extraordin-
ar,y varie~ - probably the result, in part, of the restlessness of the twenti-
eth century. The experiments of Seurat and Cezane pointed the way, followed 
by those of the cubists. Complete nonobjectivity was achieved by Kandinsky, 
Mondrian, and the Russians. Another group, 
the futurists, protesting against the past, and with eyes intent 
upon the present and the future, attempted to express time and 
space in the normally static art of painting. The realists and 
the surrealists probed the subconscious and the world of pure 
fantasy, and often expressed it through a painstaking realism.ll7 
Undoubtably, abstract painting is one of the major phenomena of the twentieth 
century •118 
Since the artist no longer attempts to depict the beautiful or the 
picturesque in nature or to represent our world objectively, the observer 
must keep an open mind and attempt to discover new values in a picture which 
are not evident on the surface of nature.119 
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries have witnessed a remarkable 
interrelationship of the arts. Poets, painters, architects and sculptors have 
all responded to a rapidly changing world by rebelling against tradition. 
While the romantics, realists and naturalists chose new subjects and developed 
their individual standards for language and style, and the symbolists created 
entirely new poetic forms and diction, painters, sculptors and architects also 
116:rbid. 
117Ibid., P. 767- 768. 
118 lli.S.·' p. 768. 
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sought new modes of expression. And this phenomenon was not confined to any 
one country; it was international in scope. 
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PBEFAC~ 
"lfirror of Man", comprising a six-week period, is designed for a 
college-preparatory English class of approximately twenty-five 
above- average students at the eleventh-or twelfth-grade levels. 
The pupils• backgrounds are largely middle-class. Neighboring 
museums and libraries will, of course, be utilized. 
MIRROR OF MAN 
I. Introduc~on 
One of the earliest distinguishing features of the human 
· spirit was its need to record and reflect personal and group experien-
. ce~~In the art of a given epoch, one can discover the nature of the 
· ~st• s age and culture. 
,....,--
When we trace the history of man up to current times we can 
find recorded and reflected in the(creative expression) of 
each period the life and death, the beliefs and fears, the 
celebrations and sufferings of human beings.l 
\ The fine arts of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries serve as mirr-
~ of the artist's attitude toward himself and his environment. 
This resource unit, "Mirror of Man", concerns the reflection 
of man found in the literature and the painting of the last t 1,o10 centur-
ies. Unit I examines Romanticism, Realism and Naturalism; Unit II 
treats Symbolism in the modern period. Comparisons and contrasts are 
made in order to illuminate the similarities and unique characteristics 
of each artistic trend. 
By correlating the literature and the painting in these move-
ments, the student should achieve a greater understanding of his world 
and of his own place in it. A feeling for the importance and excitement 
--· 
of studying the fine arts should evolve from this enlightenment. 
The emphasis in these units will be on reading and writing, 
although they also include experiences in speaking, listening, and ob-
serving. 
1d1 Arcy Hayman, "Art and Man", School Arts 58 (February, 1959), 10. 
II. Pupil Goals or Objectives 
(Based on both sub-units) 
A. Understandings 
1. A work of art is a human experience translated into a form that 
we apprehend through our senses. 
2. The fine arts appeal to taste and include: painting, s culpture, 
architecture, dance, music, and literature. The first three 
are knovm. as the visua.l arts. This resource unit will be con-
cerned with painting and 1i terature. 
3. A work of art has four chief facets: it is a form created by 
some artist; it has a cultural or time context; it has content 
or subject matter; and often it has a function or use. 
a. The form created by the artist reflects the forces of 
hi s time- political, social, economic and religious. 
The form also reveals a style which is characteristic 
of all the arts of the . time so that together they ex-
press the essence of the time. A style, however, is 
never static. 
A work of art may conform to the prevailing 
style; it may revert to a previous style; 
or it may be revolutionary in that it looks 
fOr\'lard, experiments, and embodies new ele-
ments which foretell the approach of a new 
style. 2 
b. The content of a work of art bears a direct relation 
to the time of its creation. 
c. r.iost art objects l>Tere created for specific purposes. 
For example, paintings and statues often have been 
made for certain buildings. 
4. Literature and painting are interrelated in many -vmys. Both re-
sult from creative activity, have similar elements , and express 
many similar concepts. This resource unit will examine some of 
their interrelationships in the nineteenth and twentieth cen-




5. Painters use several elements to create form such as line, light 
and dark color, texture, and mass or areas. Except as an illus-
ion, actual depth does not occur. 
a. Lines suggest movement in some direction and their 
arrangement may arouse an emotional response. 
b. Color has great emotive pol'rer. Light and dark 
colors (known as "values") may serve as an organiz-
ing element and as a means of securing movement 
through the picture. 
c. Rough surfaces create light and shadow, while smooth 
surfaces mean the absence of shadow and often the 
presence of reflected light. A painter may use lines 
or motifs to create a textured effect which will en-
rich the surface or carry movement. 
d. By means of line, light and dark, and color, the 
artist creates areas which serve as material for 
his theme or idea. 
6. A writer uses words to create forms. 
He combines them into phrases , phrases into sentences, 
and sentences into paragraphs or verses ; and ~ repeti-
tion, variation, and movement tovrard a climax he creates 
a pattern which not only conveys the content but, be-
cause of its inherent capacity to arouse emotional 
response, vivifies the content, gives it a dynamic 
quality that is not inherent in the mere meaning of the 
words and the sentences.3 
7. A writer, through t he use of words, creates elements in litera-
~lre similar to those found in painting. 
a . Line. Just as a straight line conveys t he impression 
of simplicity and directness, unornamented language, 
such as Robert Frost's, creates a feeling of plain-
ness. The swirling lines found in Van Gogh's "Starry 
Night" produce tension and excitement. By using the 
stream-of-consciousness technique, a writer like James 
Joyce is able to create a similar mood. 
3Ibid., p. 3. 
b. Col or. Through the use of images and color words, 
a poet can produce mental pictures which lend 
"color" to his writing. 
c. Light and dark. Literature cannot employ visual 
shading, but it does employ mood and "shades of 
meaning" in speech and writing. 
d. Texture. Words create textures in their sounds. 
Onomatapoeia, alliteration, consonance, rqyme and 
simple repetitions and refrains all produce tonal 
qualities, just as paintings may have rough or 
smooth surfaces. 
e. Form or shape. Writers create or "shape" their 
characters ~ using certain words to describe them 
and by including details and incidents that tell 
their readers about them. In a similar manner they 
can shape plots. The form of a poem is the organi-
zation of the material (rhythm, imagery, symbols 
and ideas, etc.) for the creation of the total 
effect. 
f. Depth. Literature employs perspective in that 
writing presents its subject from the author's 
point of view or attitude. Emotive language, 
symbolism, emphasis on some factors and the omis-
sion of others are some of the devices writers use 
to influence their readers' reactions, or the way 
in v.rhich they "see" a situation. 
8. A painting obtains its distinctive character from its total 
organic structure; that is, the way in ,.,rhich all of the ele-
ments are constructed, related, and united. In prose and 
poetry organization m~ be based upon the succession of ideas 
or thought patterns on the interlocking of form and substance, 
and on the arrangement of certain elements, such as metrical 
patterns, symbols and images in relation to a theme . 
9. The observer apprehends the artist's form through his senses. 
4rbid., p. 1. 
Our sensory impressions and our perceptions lead 
to emotional reactions, and intelligence enters 
to rationalize. Sensation, emotion and intelli-
gence all enter into the process of understanding.4 
10. The literature and painting of the nineteenth and t wentieth 
centuries are reflections of man's attitude toward himself 
and his world. This resource unit will concentrate upon 
Romanticism, Realism, Naturalism and Symbolism. 
B. Attitudes and Appreciations 
5 
6 
1. Works of art are universal historically and geographically. 
They have existed always because t hey are essential to man's 
well-being. 
2. Art records and reflects life. "The art of every age and 
culture is an outgrowth and extension of that age and cul-
ture.115 
3. The artist acts as an interpreter and translator of !roman 
experience. 11 The relation of the artist to society includes 
the expression he gives to the more ultimate values and 
standards of that society. 116 
4. Consciously or unconsciously the artist attempts to reform 
and improve life. 
5. Objects of art make our surroundings comfortable, rich and 
beautiful, although art does not need to be concerned with 
11 the beautiful 11 • 
6. An artist's success depends upon his ability to create an in-
tegrated whole- an intangible quality of oneness- which will 
enable the observer to experience his feeling about the sub-
ject. 
7. Every artist belongs to a social unit and even though he may 
Hayman, P. 10. 
Ibid., p. 12. 
rebel against it, he cannot entirely escape it. 
8. "The art of painting, though it has little to do with \'rords, 
is like a language which you have to learn to read.n7 The 
content of some pictures is ea~ to grasp, like a primer, 
while others take considerable thought and study, like long 
words and complex ideas. 
9. Modern art, in gener~ has been liberated from national 
influences by the creation of a far-flung audience. 
10. Art depends upon an objective, creative audience. 
C. Skills and Abilities 
The following li sting is a suggested, partial list of skills and 
abilities which could be developed in both sub-units. (I =Sub-
unit one and II = Sub-unit tv>o) 
Reading 
1. Using reference material 
I. II. 
Intro. 5 
Core 3-7 Core 1, 2, 4-6 
l . 
Op. 1-5, 7 Op. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 
2. Using several sources to solve a problem 
I. II. 
Intro. 5 
Core 3-7 Core 1, 2, 4-6 
Op. 1-5, 7 Op. 1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 10 
3. Skimming for the main idea 
I. II. 
Intro. 5 
Core 1, 4-6 Core 2, 4, 5 
Op. 1, 3-5, 7 Op. 1, 2, 5, 10 
7 Gardner, p. 24. 
4. Recognizing the artist's point of view 
I. II. 
Intro. 1-4 Intro. 1-6 
Core 1-3, 6 Core 1, 4, 
Op. 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 Op. 4-6, 8 
Cul. 1-5 Cul. 1, 5 
5. Evaluating style in painting and in literature, 
i.e., symboli sm, imagery, diction, moode and tone. 
I. II. 
Intro. 1-4 Intro. 1, 3, 
Core 2, 3, 5, 6 Core 1, 4, 
Op. 4, 5, 7, 8 Op. 2, 4, 
Cul. 1, 5 Cul. 1, 5 
6. Comprehending character portrayal, discovering 
the motives and feelings of characters 
I. II. 
Core. 3, 5 Core 1, 4, 
Op. 2, 6 Op. 6, 8 
7. Ability to do creative reading- draw conclusions, 

















1, 2, 4, 5 
Writing 
1-5, 7, 8 
5 
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 
5 
1. Writing unified, clear, and concise paragr aphs (involv-






1, 3, 4 
6 






















4. Writing brief usable notes on the readings, 
lectures, films and museum observations 
I. II. 
1, 5 
1, 7, 8 
6 
1, 3, 5, 6 









Core 4-6 Core 2, L~, 5 
Op. 1-5, 7 Op. 1, 2, 5, 8 
Cul. 1, 5 Cul. 1, 5 
5. Use of creative imagination 
I. II. 
Core 3 
Op. 8 Op. 3, 6 
Speaking 
1. Expressing one's thoughts orally in 
a clear, organized manner 
I. II. 
Intro. 3, 6 Intro. 1, 5-7 
Core 4-6 Core 2, 4 
Op. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 Op. 1, 2, 4, 5, 9 
Cul. 3-5 Cul. 3-5 
2. Speaking and reading aloud effectively 
I. II 
Core. 4-6 Core 2, 4 
Op. 1, 2, 4-7 Op. 1, 2, 4-6, 9 
Cul. 3, 4 Cul. 3, 4 
3. Speaking with confidence before a group 
I. II. 
Core 4-6 Core 2, 4 
Op. 1, 2, 4-7 Op. 1, 2, 4-6, 9 
Cul. 4 Cul. 4 
Listening 
1. Taking notes from oral reports, lectures and films 
I. II. 
Intro. 1-3 Intro. 1, 2, 5 
Core 4-6 Core 2, 4 
Op. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 Op. 1, 2, 5 
Cul. 1, 5 Cul. 1, 5 
2. Finding basis for participation in class discussion 
I. II. 
Intro. 3, 6 Intro. 1, 5, 7 
Cul. 5 Cul. 5 
3. Recognizing logical presentation 
I. II. 
Intro. 1, 2 Intro. 1, 2 
Core 4-6 Core 2, 4 
Op. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 Op. 1, 2, 4, 5, 9 
Cul. 1 Cul. 1 














l, 2, 5 
2, 4 
1, 2, 5, 9 
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2, 4.-6, 8 
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1, 2, 4-8 

















l, 2, 4-6, 9 
Intro. 1 
Cul. 1 
2. Drawing inferences from the s election and 








2, 5, 6 
3, 4 
2, 4, 5 
3. Judging the value of visual materials as compared 
with other sources of information 
I. II. 
Cul. 5 
4. Close observation of material in museums 
I. II. 
Intro. 4 Intro. 3, 4 
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UNIT I 
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
I. Introduction 
This unit is designed to give students a picture of the nineteenth 
century wi. th its vast political, social and economic changes and its 
effects upon the artist. The emergence of the modern world caused fer-
ment, upheaval and conflict between the old and the new. Novel forces 
drove the early romantics into isolation. By the end of the century, 
the realists and naturalists had adapted themselves to their changing 
environment and attempted to reform existing evils. In l iterature and 
in art we can observe the creative individual's reactions to his world 
and realize that progress may require revolt against the past. 
II. Pupil Goals or Objectives 
A. Understandings 
1. The nineteenth century was the beginning of modern life. Starti-
ing in England, the Industrial Revolution spread rapidly. It 
created new economic and political forces, manufacturing cities, 
and widening divisions between class es of people. The resulting 
upheaval and ferment caused conflicts bet¥reen the old and the new. 
2. These changes in societ,r destroyed the artist's normal position 
and function. In the past he had belonged to a guild which 
supplied kings, popes and the Church with objects of art; supply 
and demand had balanced. Nm<~ the machine had abolished the hand-
crafts and the institutions and classes which had provided 
patronage of the arts. The artist became isolated from society -
a rebel - and a\'lare of himself as a different kind of man. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
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Because the sensitive individual could not adjust to his chang-
ing environment, he became very melancholy and disillushioned. 
This phenomenon was known as the mal du siecle. It is reflect-
ed in Byron's "Childe Harold" and in many of Shelley's poems. 
3. The romantic poet rejected the new scientific spirit of his age, 
w.t th its emphasis upon the use of reason, and turned instead to 
his own emotions in order to discover truth. 
In his poem "The Tables Turned" Wordsworth urges man 
to throw away his learning, his "Science" and his 
"Art", the fruit of his "meddling intellect". 
One impulse from the vernal wood (nature) 
May teach you more of man, 
Of moral evil and of good, 
Than all the sages can. 
4. The poet wished to return to a simple life close to nature -
away from the harsh realities of his world. He chose his 
themes from the out-of-doors and t he lives of the common people. 
a. In Wordsworth's poem "I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud", 
daffodils are praised for their beau~ and freedom 
and in "Stepping Westward" nature is depicted as the 
poet's utopia. 
b. Romantic artists frequently painted landscapes. 
Constable's "Hay"rain" is a picturesque scene of water, 
air, and sky filled with moving clouds and bursts of 
light. Corot1 s "Villa of the Parasol Pine" is a hazy, 
vaporous landscape with a shepherd in one corner and 
the sun setting in the distance. 
5. Other writers escaped reali ~ by voyaging in their imaginations 
to the long ago and far away. 
a. Coleridge's poem entitled "Kubla Khan" concerns the 
emperor who lived in 1250. In thi s tale the ruler 
builds a wall to protect his man-made mire.cles and to 
shut out untamed nature. But he chooses the wrong 
place because an uns.ymmetrical cavern cuts across the 
pattern of his garden. Paradise dissolves and war 





b. Many writers were attracted to the exotic and mysterious 
atmosphere of the Middle Ages and therefore chose medieval 
subjects, themes, or settings. Sir Walter Scott's Ivanhoe 
concerning the days of King Arthur and the search for the 
Holy Grail, as well as Longfellow's Golden Legend, are 
good examples of this interest. · 
c. The seascapes of Turner, such as "The Slave Ship" and "The 
Fighting Temeraire", blur the forms of nature in a haze of 
light. B,y the careful placing of volumes in these pictures 
and the 11se of warm colors and vaporous movement, the view-
er receives an impression of a glowing atmosphere and a 
sense of the far away. 
6. The romantics were fascinateQ. by the effects on their emotions 
of the weird and the supernatural. 
a. In Horace Walpole's novel, The Castle of Otranto, the flight 
of Isabelle from Manfred through the dark subterraneous pas-
sages of an eerie castle is a horrif.ying experience. Of a 
similar nature are the shipwreck cantoes in Byron's "Don 
Juan 11 ; when faced with the prospect of death, sailors resort 
to cannibalism with devastating results. Coleridge's 
"Ancient Mariner" concerns the evils which befall the slayer 
of the albatross, which represents good, in order to show 
the common emotions of humanity. 
b. The vogue of the supernatural also appeared in the paintings 
of Gericault ("The Raft of Medusa") and Delacroix ("The 
Massacre of Chios"). Since these subjects were exciting and 
horrible, the artists made their figures animated, interwov-
en, and feverishly active. There is no serenity, no repose, 
no lof~J sentiment in these works. 
7. One aspect of the poet's interest in man was his deep absorption 
in the creative process. He wondered how some men are able to 
produce great works of art. 
In "Dejection: An Ode" Coleridge presents his belief that 
the power to create is imagination, the gift of nature, 
which is only bestowed upon those who receive joy in 
their natural surroundings. In other words, the relation-
ship between man and nature is reciprocal. What was dis-
covered in a brief, imaginative moment were the supreme 
realities - the significance of mankind and the values of 
truth, goodness and beauty. 
8. With the romantics also began the worship of childhood. Poets 
envied the child who, they believed, was closely bound to nature 
through his unconscious. 
a. In Wordsworth's 110de: Intimations of Immortali ty 11 , the 
poet attributes the loss of his creati ve power to the 
fact that he has grown up and can no longer feel nature; 
he has no illuminating memory of the eternal existence 
from which he came. Now he needs to develop the power 
to create ~ nature. 
b. A companion figure to the child in painting was the un-
spoil t savage, flower-cro\med in some Eden of the South 
Seas, far from the evils of civilization. The post-Im-
pressionist paintings of Gauguin contain elements of 
Romanticism. His pictures of Tahitian women, such as 11Ia 
Orana Maria", have glmdng colors and linear rcytbms . A 
sense of purity, silence, and order pervades these idyl-
lic scenes. 
9. The new themes of the romantics concerning nature and the poet's 
emphasis upon the importance of his emotions required new liter-
ary forms. In poetry the ballad, the lyric, and the song became 
popular because these forms allowed the poet to express his feel-
ings freely. In prose the novel, the short story and the fairy 
tale were favorite media, since the author was permitted the 
greatest freedom in creating the world of his imagination. 
a. Not only were ne\'T fonns introduced, but also new 
elements in style. In Wordsworth's Preface to the 
rrtyrical Ballads", he urges writers to use the 
"language really used ~ men" preferably in "humble 
and rustic life", because "in that condition the pas-
sions of men are incorporated with the beautiful and 
pennanent forms of nature". 
b. Painters, who were also concerned with the emotions, 
used warm and glowing colors to reflect their feelings 
for life. Their subjects \'lere often exciting so their 
canvases were animated - movement was created ~ fig-
ures "on the move" or through the technical device of 
emphasizing diagonals and interweaving the figures into 
a sort of motion-pattern, as exemplified in Gericaul t 1 s 
"Raft of Medusa". 
10. The realist artists revolted against the romantics' subjective 
view of the world and tried to imitate reality in their writ-
ings. They recognized the drives for democracy and national 
unity and· the important scientific discoveries. The writings 
of Auguste Comte, Charles Dartd.n and Karl Marx had a profound 
effect upon their thinking. 
11. The realists tried to look the facts of life squarely in the 
face. For them, beauty lay only in the depiction of the truth. 
In his portrayals of contemporary society (the past and the 
fUture had no interest for him, since they could not be viewed 
directly), he looked at life objectively and did not take sides 
with his characters. 
a. Jru1e Austen's novel, Pride and Prejudice, is a comedy of 
manners revolving about the Bennett family in rural Eng-
land. The fUn centers around Mrs. Bennett's principal 
aim in life, which is to find husbands, preferably 
wealtny ones, for her five daughters. 
b. Charles Dickens reveals another side of life, the ugly 
slums of London, in his novels Oliver Twist and David 
Copperfield. 
c. In Chekov's play, The Cherry Orchard, we see the collapse 
of the old aristocratic order in Russia. As the drama 
ends, the axes are heard cutting down the cherry trees, 
even before the old owners have departed. Lopakhin, rep-
resentative of the new Russia and its progress, is making 
room for the small homes that are to be built on the 
ground where the beautiful old cherry trees grew. 
Although Chekov's s.ympathies are with a better, new life, 
he has compassion for the victims of change. 
d. One of the greatest social commentators of this period 
was the painter Daumier. His lithograph, "The Vile Body 
of the Legislature", depicts the law-makers lined up on 
their benches, as if for public inspection; in their 
faces one sees their characters, their Q1pocrisies, and 
their dishonesties portrayed \d. th only the slighest ex-
aggeration. His painting, "The Towman", reveals the 
essential truth of human toil. 
12. An important phase in the development of Realism was Naturalism. 
The latter movement merely intensified the fundamental princi-
ples of Realism. The naturalist was determined to present real-
i ty truthfUlly and to expose social problems. He was concerned 
with the oppressed classes and the ugly, discordant aspects of 
............ 
' "' 
societ,y, rather than with the bourgeoise. Unlike the realists, 
the naturalists wanted to reform existing evils. 
13. In place of the hero and heroine of the past, the naturalist 
substitutes the average man and woman whose suffering is ~ 
the result of any tragic flaw, but rather of the blind economic 
and political forces beyond the control of the individual. The 
conduct of the characters is determined by heredity and environ-
ment. 
a. John Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath is the story of the 
overwhelming and brutalizing catastrophes which be-
fall a family of displaced American farm workers who 
are the victims both of nature and of an economic 
system. 
b. The play Ghosts by Ibsen is the tragedy of a man whose 
heredity dooms him to destruction. Oswald's disease 
goes beyond his body and into the realm of morality. 
Ibsen believed that the present was dying because of 
its inability to shake off its ghostly inheritance. 
c. Paintings frequently depicted the common man and en-
nobled the laboring class. Daumier' s characterization 
of the peasants in the "Third Class Carriage" is sensi-
tive and penetrating. Courbet' s picture, 11The Stone-
breakers", also reveals the world of labor with photo-
graphic exactness. The American painter Sloan gave a 
faithfUl interpretation of life in the alleys, backyards, 
bars, and harbor of New York; his painting, "Backyards, 
Greenwich Village", is an objective record of the 
American scene in the industrial age. 
14. Those authors who were affected by the political developments of 
the century made primary use of three genres: the novel, the 
short story, and the drama. Realists were interested more in 
character than in story, more in men than external nature. 
Language increasingly resembled the ordinary speech of men. 
15. Stylistic changes also occurred in painting. As evidenced by 
Courbet, the grand manner of the classicists was rejected in 
favor of a true imi ta.tion of nature, whether landscapes, railway 
- , 
. ' 
stations or laboring men. If one changed the form of reality, 
he weakened it (according to the realists and naturalists) and 
the beauty afforded by nature would be lost. 
B. Appreciations 
Increased appreciation of the idea that: 
1. The similarities between the literature and the art of a given 
period illuminate the artist's attitude toward himself and his 
environment. 
2. Knowledge of the fine arts of a specific century enables us to 
underst8nd the forces at work and to appreciate the artist's 
expression • 
.3. Writers and painters revealed their reactions to a changing 
world in two ways. Some were deeply affected by the democratic 
spirit of the age and wrote political pamphlets. Most of the 
romantic poets became disillusioned, however, and turned from 
the ugly world of industrialism to imaginary utopias in nature 
where happiness could be found. 
4. The poet considered himself an isolated, sensitive individual 
whom society had rejected. 
5. In his close examination of himself, the poet concluded that he 
had extraordinary creative powers involving the use of his imagi-
nation. 
6. Changes in the subject matter and style of works of art result 
from the revolt of one group against the beliefs and practices 
of its predecessors. The prevailing attitude favored innovation 
instead of traditionalism in the materials , forms and style of 
literature. 
--, ··. 
' \. . .J 
7. The realists and naturalists revolted against the idealism of 
the romantics and strived to discover the truth about man and 
his surroundings. Recognition of the truth enables us to cope 
with our situation more effectively. 
8. These artists, who supported Darwin's theory of heredity and 
environment, adapted themselves to changing world conditions. 
9. Good writing and good art have unity; all the elements contri-
bute to the main point. 
c. Skills 
See Resource Unit, pp. 45-48 . 
III. Activities 
A. Introductory Activities 
1. The Coronet film, English Literature: The Romantic Period, 
introduces the idea of revolt in the nineteenth century and 
dramatizes selections from the most famous romantics, stress-
ing their individuality. Another Coronet film, American 
~iterature: The Realists, could be used a few days later. 
The writings of well-known authors are discussed in relation 
to the social and economic background of the period and com-
pared to many of our present day novelists, poets, and drama-
tists. 
2. In order to introduce students to the historical development 
of art, the Encyclopedia Bri ta.nnica film, Art in the Western 
World, would be beneficial. The United States is included • 
.3. Reproductions of nineteenth century paintings, illustrative 
of Romanticism and Realism, will be displayed. A class dis-
cussion will attempt to create an awareness of the significance 
of the subject matter and the element of style. Additions to 
this collection will be made by the students as the unit pro-
grasses. 
4. A field trip to a nearby museum would enable students to see 
original paintings. 
5. Reading materials concerning the history, literature and art of 
the period will be available in the classroom for the student' s 
perusal. 
6. Challenging questions may be raised during a class discussion 
to serve as the core of the unit, such as: 
a. How did the Industrial Revolution affect the artist? 
b. What do the terms "Romanticism", "Realism", and "Natural-
ism" really mean? Are their meanings the same for all 
countries? 
c. How are these movements different from one another? 
d. What are some of the reasons for change? 
e. Does art usually renect life or is it sometimes behind 
or ahead of it? Wey? 
B. Core Activities 
1. Read the mimeographed selections which have been distributed to 
you from Wordsworth's Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, Cole-
ridge's Biographia Literaria, and Shelley's Defense of PoetrY• 
In a paragraph, summarize the main points of each selection. 
2. Read the following poems: 
a. Coleridge 
b. Wordsworth 
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" 
11Kubla Khan n 
"Dejection: An Ode" 
"Stepping Westvmrd." 





110de: Intimations of Immortali ty 11 
"The Prelude" - Books, I-VII, XII 
and XIII 
"Don Juan" - Shipwreck Cantoes 
11 A Song About Myself" 
"To Autumn" 
11The Snow Storm11 
11To the Mountains" 
11! am a parcel of vain strivings 
tied ••• " 
Choose one long poem and one short poem to analyze in a five-
page paper. Discuss the poet's purpose, theme, mood, and 
poetic devices, such as the use of striking imagery. Then give 
your own reactions to the poem. 
3. After consulting your bibliography, choose~ realistic or 
naturalistic novel~ drama to read. Write a five-page paper 
which compares the writer's times with your own. What changes 
in customs, moral standards, and ideas have taken place since 
the last cenv~ry? How do you feel about these changes? 
4. Investigate in committees one of the following aspects of the 
nineteenth century: politics, economics, social conditions, 
religion, education, literature and the arts, especially paint-
ing. Look up information on your topic and be prepared to pre-
sent your material to the class orally, for example in the form 
of a panel discussion or in a "You Are There" skit. 
5. Choose one romantic poet for more thorough study. Pretend that 
you are a nineteenth century journalist and write an article 
for your newspaper describing the events in the poet's life and 
evaluating his works. Deliver your report orally in tvro to 
three minutes. 
6. Bring in a reproduction of a painting from any of the movements 
in this unit and tell the class in a three-minute talk to what 
extent the work of art reflects any of the themes under discus-
sion. Be able to comment on the artist's style as well. 
7. Keep a notebook of unfamiliar literary and artistic terms which 
appear in your reading. Look up their meanings and give an ex-
ample of the application of each one. 
C. Optional Activities 
Choose .2!!,!!: 
1. Investigate the contribution of one of the following men to 
nineteenth-century thought: Rousseau, Comte, Darwin, or Marx, 
and present your findings in either an oral (three minutes) or 
a written report (two pages). 
2. Show how the romantics modernized earlier legends, for example, 
Prometheus (Shelley) and ayperion (Keats and Longfellow). Pre-
sent your findings orally in a five to ten minute talk. 
3. Find out about the position of the artist before the nineteenth 
century. In a short paper of two pages explain how the guilds 
functioned and the reasons for their dissolution. How was the 
nineteenth century artist affected by this change? 
4. Compare and contrast Romanticism .2!. Realism with Classicism. 
You may do research on the subject~ choose representative 
poems and paintings from the respective periods to analyze 
according to their similarities and differences. Your report 
may be either oral (ten minutes) or written (five pages). 
5. Plan an exhibit of nineteenth-century paintings, assuming you 
can obtain the originals. How would you arrange your pictures 
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and why? Oral (ten minutes). 
6. With a group dramatize a selection from a realistic or naturalis-
tic play, such as Chekov1 s The Cher;y Orchard or Ibsen's Ghosts. 
You may be asked to present it to another class. 
7. In a group, find out about the music of the last century. Play 
some recordings to the class, explaining any similarities in 
themes or style with literature and painting. Ten to fifteen 
minutes. 
8. Write a short story or poem in the manner of a particular novel-
ist or poet. Let the class determine whom you have imitated. Q.r 
do the same thing with a painting of your own. 
D. Culminating Activities 
1. The two Coronet films, English Literature: The Romantic Period 
and American Literature: The Realist~ could be shmm again in 
order to summarize the unit. 
2. The optional work, including oral report, panel discussions, 
dramatizations, exhibits of completed projects, and summaries of 
research, will be presented to the class. 
). Co~nittees may prepare reference tapes for use b,y other classes. 
4. Optional work of particular merit may be presented to other 
classes in a large lecture situation. 
5. The teacher may lead a class discussion summarizing the impor-
tant concepts of the unit. An attempt will be made to discover 
the relative merit of different sources of information. 
6. In a paragraph, each student will state what interested him most 
about the study of nineteenth century literature and painting 
and what interested him least. 
IV. Materials 
BibliographY for the Pupils 
The following listing is merely a suggested, partial list of 
literary readings for this unit. Since all books are well-known and 
since many of them appear in several editions, the publishers and 
publication dates are not listed. 
Section III of the Resource Unit (page 87) lists suggested sup-
plementary materials concerning art and philosophy for the teacher 
and pupils. 
( *) Easy Reading ( "**) Di ffi cult Reading 
Unless otherwise noted, the book requires average reading ability. 
A. Romanticism 
1. (*)Cooper, James Fenimore, The Deerslayer. 
A romantic novel concerning the theme of the American Indian. 
This frontier tale about the adventures of the Deerslayer in-
cludes descriptions of exotic landscapes and valiant warriors. 
Although Cooper tends to be longwinded, the book is exciting 
and his torically valuable. 
2. Scott, Sir Walter, Ivanhoe. 
A romance about life in the Middle Ages with knights in armor, 
a tournament, and the seige of a castle. The language is 
monotonously heavy, formal and strained; the characters speak 
a remote, artificial language for today's readers . 
3. Tennyson, Alfred Lord, The Idylls of the King. 
Romantic verse treatment of King Arthur snd his court. Fine 
poetry plus drama and suspense. 
4. (*) Twain, Mark, A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. 
An amusing story about a young man from Connecticut who receives 
a severe blow on the head and wakes up in Camelot during the 
reign of King Arthur. The story humorously relates the react-
ions of a twentieth-century man to his medieval surroundings. 
The author asserts the superior! ty of common sense over the 
hypocrisy of chivalry. 
5. Walpole, Horace, The Castle of Otranto. 
A Gothic novel which contains three essential s of Romanticism: 
(1) the Gothic castle ~i. th its hidden stairways, trapdoors, 
lonely battlements and towers, and ghosts; (2) the proper 
atmosphere calculated to affect the emotions - the unexpected 
gusts of ~dnd slamming doors and extinguishing candles, the 
moonlight, the darkness; and (3) the handsome, dark, melancholy 
and mysterious hero. Filled with action, suspense and terror. 
B. Realism 
1. Austen, Jane, Pride and Prejudice. 
A comedy of manners revolving about the Bennett family in 
eighteenth-century rural England. The fun centers around Mrs. 
Bennett's principal aim in life, which is to find husbands, 
preferably wealthy ones , for her five daughters. Appeals to 
older girls whose reading experience has pr epared them for a 
dete~led, slow-moving s tory. 
2. Bronte, Charlotte, Jane EYre. 
An adventurous story about a young girl who becomes a governess 
at Thornfi eld Hall, where strange events tsk e place. The mys-
tery and excitement in unraveling the secret of Mr. Rochester's 
past, the fine, strong character of Jane, and the romance make 
this a very enjoyable book for girls. 
3. (**) Chekov, Anton, The Cher~ Orchard. 
A drama concerning the collapse of the old aristocratic order in 
Russia. Lopakhin, representative of the new, progressive entrep-
reneur, buys the property of Madame Ranevski and cuts down the 
cherry orchard in order to build new homes . A play for mature 
readers , since the characters speak to one another without any 
sur face interchange of i deas in their remarks and the plot is 
deliberately static. 
4. Dickens, Charles, David Copperfield. 
A realistic novel concerning the social class structure in Eng-
land during the eighteenth century. The experiences of the hero 
at Salem House, a private school, and in the ugly slums of Lon-
don, present a sharp contrast in the lives of the upper and lower 
classes. Although Dickens' descriptions t end to be lengtcy, bis 
character portrayals are excellent. 
5. Flaubert, Gusts.ve, Madame Bovary. 
A novel depicting all that the author detested in middle-class 
vulgarity. Madame Bovary represents all women who are dissatis-
fied with the realities of their existences and who yearn for 
some impossible romantic experience. She is a victim of the 
dullness of middle-class life, as is her mediocre husband, 
Charles. A skillfully written, objective, and fascinating 
story. 
6. James, Henry, Daisy Miller. 
A short story about a young expatriate American, Daisy Miller, 
whose independence and mockery of foreign customs lead to her 
downfall. James vividly reveals the conflict in values between 
different countries and social classes in the nineteenth cent-
ury. 1m interesting story, especially for girls. 
C. Naturalism 
1. (**) Anderson, Sherwood, Winesburg, Ohio. 
A skillfully presented group of tales which reveal small-town 
life through the experiences of psychologically scarred 
characters. Since the book emphasizes psychological insights, 
it requires a mature understanding. 
2. Dreiser, Theodore, Sister Carrie. 
A naturalistic novel about an audacious young lady who leaves 
her family behind and sails out into society on her own, de-
pending upon her personal appeal to gain her social acceptance. 
Dreiser emphasizes Carrie's lack of genuine emotions, but jus-
tifies her personality and actions on the theory that the 
events in her life are beyond her control. This book is a 
valuable sociological comment on American life, but the author's 
language is trite and full of cliches. 
3. Ibsen, Henrik, Ghosts. 
A tragic drama about a man whose heredity dooms him to destruc-
tion. OS\'fald' s disease goes beyond his body and into the realm 
of morality. The play reveals Ibsen's belief that the present 
is dying because of its inability to shake off its ghostly in-
heritance. A compelling and thought-provoking 'ITork. 
4. Lewis, Sinclair, Babbitt. 
A novel which satirizes the life of the American businessman. 
Babbitt's daily routine produces only smothered dissatisfaction 
and his successes prove to be no guarantee of his happiness. A 
forecful, socially significant work. 
5. Steinbeck, John, Grapes of Wrath. 
The story of the overwhelming and brutalizing catastrophes which 
befall a family of displaced American farm workers who are the 
victims both of nature and of an economic system. A frightening-
ly realistic work which provides food for thought. 
6. Wharton, Edith, Ethan Frome. 
A story dealing with family tragedy in a bleak New England 
setting. By use of the flashback technique, the details 
surrounding the tragic events ar e gradually revealed, pro-
ducing an unexpectedly dramatic ending. A particularly 
effective work for teaching the combination of all esthetic 
elements into a seemingly inevitable design. 
V. Evaluation 
See Section V of resource unit, page 9 2 • 
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THE TWENTIETH CEN'TIJRY 
I . Introduction 
This unit is designed to give students an understanding of the 
twentieth century through an examination of the artistic movement known 
as Symbolism, which encompasses many of the major works of art of the 
modern period. In Romanticism lay the roots of this movement. Symbol-
ism, like the earlier phenomenon, was a revolt age~nst the subject matter 
and objective approach of the realists and the naturalists. By studying 
-
the similarities between present day literature and painting, the student 
should become aware of the political, social, economic end psychological 
forces at work in his world, and derive some sympathy for the artist's 
reactions to them, regardless of the form that they take. 
II. Pupil Goals or Objectives 
A. Understandings 
1. The forces of the nineteenth century have developed with acceler-
ated speed in the t>-rentieth. World wars have caused confusion 
and realignments of countries. Science, technology and industry 
have created a mechanistic and urban culture. Great social 
changes are taking place . Because of the swiftness and ease of 
intercommunication, a new concept of one total world has emerged; 
nationalism must be controlled within the larger frame\vork of 
internationalism. And the voice of the common man i s heard in 
protest against the old order of the favored few. 
2. The artist's position in socie~ is changing also. Painters are 
designing machine-made articles, reaching out into new fields, 
' -··- ... 
for example, weaving and ceramics, and collaborating vd th 
sculptors and architects in providing buildings with murals 
and other decorations. The people, too, are becoming aware 
of the artistic qualities in t heir surroundings. 
Some writers and painters like the symbolists, however, 
feeling themselves isolated from an understanding audience, 
have created works of art increasingly for t heir own group, 
which is sympathetic to their ideas, and less and less for the 
common man. These artists wi sh to isolate themselves from t he 
masses and consequently are often obscure and difficult to 
unders tand. 
3. While Realism and :Naturalism were the trends in literature 
which revolted against Romanticism, Symbolism may be regarded 
as the general trend which retained a few of the essential 
features of Romanticism. 
4. The ~bolists, like the romantics, believed that the purpose 
of the artist was to create the world for his audience r a ther 
than to copy the world outside (reali sts and naturalists ). As 
a result their writing is both personal and subjective and 
appeals to the emotions, unlike the objective, rationalistic 
approach to literature of their predecessors. 
a. The poems of William Butler Yeats reveal t he subjective 
approach of the romantics and are often ~bolic. In 
the 11Wilci Swans at Coole" the poet has used nature sym-
bolically. The "swans" represent beauty, youth and 
ecstasy; however, t hey al so mark the passage of time. 
\>lhen 11 autumn 11 arrives, ~bolizing the t\\>ilight years 
in the poet's life, the landscape loses its appear to 
him. His freslmess of experience seems lost and he no 
longer associates himself with the swans. Various as-
pects of nature, therefore, symbolize the changes in 
the poet's feelings which occur \\>i th the passing years. 
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b. Painters also \>Jere interested in using art as a vehicle 
for more personal emotions, for fantasy, reverie and 
dream. Odilon Redon was an early French symbolist paint-
er. In his lithograph, "The Day", the viewer looks 
through a barred window set in the restless darkness of 
a room and sees an ordinary tree touched qy mystery and 
enchantment. The foreground is black, a color used fre-
quently qy Redon because he felt it reflected the mind. 
5. While the realists and naturalists had attempted to portray the 
contemporary world in their writings, the s.ymbolists, like the 
romantics, wished to escape from the materialistic, mercenary 
and mechanistic realities of societ,y. They objected to the 
scientists' rationalistic view of man and tried to reveal that 
part of man which is not susceptible to scientific study. To 
do this they retreated into the subconscious as a source for 
kno\>rledge and inspiration. 
a. Ibsen's drama, "Peer Gynt", is an attack on middle-class 
societ,y. The hero is a man who represents the moral 
cowardliness of the Nor~·legian national character, as the 
playv~ight saw it. Peer is an ego-centric, self-seeking, 
unscrupulous rascal who succeeds for most of his life in 
escaping from reality and in convincing himself, in the 
process, that he is a great fellow. His refusal to accept 
love and all deep and meaningful human relationships, 
represented ~ Solveig, is symbolic of his rejection of 
his true mission in life, which was to be a poet. The 
various people whom Peer encounters in his travels are 
symbols for the temptations in life. On his return to Nor-
way he meets the Button Moulder (Death), who informs him 
that he is destined to be melted down, like other mediocri-
ties, in his ladle. The church bells rung by his Mother 
and Solveig in the end are s.ymbolic of hi s salvation. 
b. Yeats, at times, also vnshed to escape reality as illustrat-
ed in his poem "Sailing to Byzantium". He rejects philoso-
phy or "monuments of unageing intellect" and feels that 
revelry is the true meaning of existence. Byzantium is sym-
bolic of a perfect civilization, or eternit.y, where art 
springs from the imagination and is enjoyed for its o~n sake. 
C. ''Miniver Cheevy" qy Edwin Arlington Robinson is a poem 
about a man who wishes he had lived in the past because he 
is a failure in the present. The poet is sympathetically 
ridiculing those who cannot adjust to the real world. 
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d. Some of the modern painters also retreated from socie~. 
Gauguin found his paradise in Tahiti. In his monumental 
work, "Where Do vle Come From? What Are We? Where Are We 
Going? 11 the artist has used nature as the setting for his 
meditation on life. Figures are grouped in a jungle 
clearing with the sea in the background. 
In the center a Polynesian Eve reaches up to pick 
a fruit from a tree branch; at either side are 
groups of native women and children, apparently 
representing the various ages of man. In the 
background an idol glows with an eerie bluish 
light and two ro~ phantom-like figures glide ~. 
Before them, in the words of the artist, 11 an enor-
mous crouching figure, out of all proportion, and 
intentionally so, raises its arm and stares in 
astonishment at these two who dare think of their 
destiny 11 .1 
The imagery suggests life and a supernatural 11Beyond11 • 
The blue-green and dark golden yellows and the rhythmic 
quality of the jungle growth and the sea create a peaceful 
effect. 
' 
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6. Although the symbolists wished to isolate themselves from middle 
class society, they frequently wrote about the evils of the in-
dustrial age and their effects upon the individual. 
a. This theme appear s in the "Hairy Ape", e. drama ~ 
Eugene O'Neill. Man is depicted as the victim of 
a machine. The stokers on a trans-atlantic liner 
symbolize all unskilled laborers who are exploited 
~ a capitalistic socie~. Yank , repre senting the 
young, unimaginative American worker, i s contras ted 
to Paddy, the romantic Irish sailor, who is a relic 
of the old days when the laborer was an individual 
rather t han a cog in a machine . Mildred, a passenger 
on the liner, represents the "idle rich" who live on 
inherited wealth and are bored with life. When a 
gorilla crushes Yank to death in the end, O'Neill in-
dicates that the victim as last belongs to his real 
club - the "Hairy .Apes". 
b. The dehumanizing effect of t he machine is treated also 
in Elmer Rice's play, The Adding Machine. The main 
character, Mr. Zero (whose very name is symbolic), 
represents man's loss of individuality in a society 
lsam Hunter, Modern French Painting (New York, 1956), p. 93. 
.,"! r; 
' ,(, 
which thrives on routine jobs and conventional people. He is 
doomed because he never asserts ~'Y initiative. The stage 
effects are also s,rmbolic; for example, the deafening sounds 
at the end of scene two which reflect Mr. Zero's confusion, 
and the appearance of the walls moving in during the trial, 
which represent his feeling that his world has 11 caved in" on 
him. 
c. John Marin's watercolor, "Lower Manhattan", portrays New York 
City, the center of industrialism, with its upthrust buildings, 
its turbtllent life, and its ant-like people. The picture's 
powerful movement, free distortion of nature, and vivid color-
ing are all characteristic of the expressionist painters. 
d. The surrealist Cuban painter, Wifredo Lam, interprets modern 
society in hi s huge work entitled "The Jungle". His picture 
is packed with separated body parts, masks, and other symbols 
which reflect the confusion in life today. 
7. Because of his rejection of the materialistic, shallow values of 
society, Friedrich Nietzsche profoundly influenced the symbolists. 
His doctrine of rebellious individualism and intellectual superior-
i ty became very popular. According to this theory, men are differ-
ent and therefore unequal; those who are superior have an obligation 
to develop their talents , despite the wishes of the masses. 
a. George Bernard Shaw illustrates thi s theme in his play, 
Major Barbara. Undershaft, the most impressive character, 
is a munitions maker whose one objective in life is not to 
be poor. According to the dramatist, money is the most im-
portant thing in the \vorld, symbolizing health, strength, 
honor, generosity and beauty; however, he felt it should be 
distributed equally among all men and not in the possession 
of a few. Undershaft r epresents power, his daughter Barbara, 
a savior of souls, and her fiance Cusins, intelligence and 
learning. The uniting of these three people at the end of 
the play (Cusins marries Barbara and t akes over Undershaft 1 s 
business) i s symbolic of the emergence of a nel't form of man 
whom Shaw termed a 11 superman11 • Thi s type of individual 
would be capable of abolishing poverty and of using power 
and money for constructive purposes in order to improve 
society. 
b. In Rouault's painting, "The Three Judges", one sees the art-
ist's rebellion against one aspect of society- the corrupt 
l aw courts. The bold, black brush strokes, somber colors, 
and empty stares of t he judges give the figures a very evil 
appearance and create a feeling of an approaching thunder-
storm. 
8. The mysterious , fantastic tales of E. T. A. Hoffmann and Edgar 
Allan Poe led to the symbolists• belief that behind the meaning-
less world of appearances in which we live lies a sinister world 
of mystery. Truth and reality may be found only through the use 
of the imagination. (The romantics held the same belief.) 
a. This t heme is illustrated in Pirandello 1 s Henry IV. Because 
of an accident, the hero has been rendered static in time; 
he is an eleventh century man who finds himself living in 
the t r.ventiet h century. Hi s courtiers and valets , wearing 
masks, have no personalities; t hey do not attempt to resolve 
the difference between appearance and rea.li ty. Henry, how-
ever, tries to find hi s true i dentity and in so doing be-
comes mad. This state of mind al.'llost enables him to dis-
cover his real self, however, since (according to Pirandello) 
madmen make no distinction between appearance and reality. 
In the end Henry tells hi s doctor t hat he wishes to remain 
insane because the real world (including hi s faithless 
friends) has denied him. He is happy and contented only 
when he confers truth upon the masquerade or world of appear-
ances. 
b. Poe's influence i s felt in Robinson 's poem, "Luke Havergal''· 
A mysterious speaker comes out of hi s grave and advises Luke, 
a bereaved lover, to seek the dark r ather than the dawn of 
eastern skies. The latter ~bolizes hope and t he former, 
suicide. In self-inflicted death he will be reunited with 
the woman he loves. There is no resurrection as the ideal-
ists believe. Robinson's interes t in the borderline between 
the natural and the supernatural i s evident throughout the 
poem. 
c. The element of mystery i s present al so in Edvard Munch's 
works. His lithograph, "Anxiety", expresses t he nameless 
fear of a waiting crowd . 
The vertical silhouettes of t he figur es merge into 
the flowing lines of the landscape. These solid 
blacks contrast with the ominous red rhythms of the 
clouds. The atmosphere i s charged, even disquiet-
ing in its intensity. The pulsating lines emphasize 
the feeling of unrest and expectan cy suggested qy 
t he stark, scarcely delineated features of the fig-
ures.2 
2Alfred H. Barr, editor. Masters of Modern Art (New York, 1955), p. 33. 
9. Sigmund Freud's theories probably influenced the symbolists 
more than any other single factor. He believed that the sub-
conscious part of the mind controls one's personality and be-
havior. In order to reach this area, he used psychoanalysis 
which was based upon the free association ofideas and the in-
terpretation of dream symbols. This method was adopted by the 
s,ymbolist writers. 
a. In his autobiograpcy, Portrait of the Artist as a Young 
~ James Joyce, calling himself Stephen Dedalus , treats 
his life from his earliest memories to the point of his 
rebirth as an artist. He uses the stream-of-consciousness 
tecl:mique, which means that hi s thoughts are recorded just 
as they occurred to him at the time, without the controls 
or reason or moral preoccupations. Joyce re-examines all 
the sense impressions which he feels contributed to his 
development as an artist. His earliest memory of a foot-
ball game, for example, is a mixture of historical facts, 
sense impressions, and day dreams. Unlike the realist, 
the author continually looks into lus own mind instead of 
the outside world. 
b. The highly imaginative painting of Ensor entitled 11The 
Tribulations of St. Anthony" reveals an interes t in the 
worlds of fantasy and dreams. At the left of t he canvas 
sits the Saint surrounded by his temptations , including a 
beautiful woman. To the right the fiery mouth of hell 
lets out grotesque faces, strange insects, and monsters 
which fill air, land and sea. The artist succeeds in 
creating the effect of a nightmare with his half-formed 
squiggles and blotches. 
c. The subconscious world was depicted also in the surrealis-
tic works of Salvador Dali. His objects were painted with 
a meticulous reali sm but their arrangement was unnatural 
and illogical, as in a dream. "The Persis tence of Memory" 
shows several limp watches in odd positions in a landscape 
setting. The effect produced is one of hallucination and 
shock. 
10. In their rebellion against tradition and their contemporary 
culture, both poets and painters either changed the media, 
forms and techniques of the past or created entirely new ones 
which would enable them to communicate their subjective visions. 
Unlike the realists and naturalists, who used the novel for 
depicting the concrete world, the s.rmbolists at first devel-
oped only the prose poem. Later, however, an altered form 
of the novel and the drama were used too. 
11. The symbol, defined as "a word or phrase signifying an object 
which itself has significance11 3, was of central importance in 
most theories of art. Poets believed that a poem did not 
necessarily need to have a rational meaning, since it often 
expressed something vague or indefinite. The advantage of a 
s.ymbol was that it could not be translated into any other form 
and yet could be interpreted in many different \'lays. 
a. The subject of Wallace Steven's poem, "The Emperor of Ice 
Cream", is death amidst life. The poem shows the relation-
ship between the illusion created by a wake and reality. 
The line, "Let be be finale of seem", signified that life 
is continual change, a constant shifting from illusion to 
the way things really are. The emperor of ice cream s.ymbo-
lizes the world of the senses which is the only realit,y. 
Even in difficult experiences, we can only accept what is. 
b. Picasso's 11Guernica" is a monuments~ painting inspired by 
the Fascist bombing of a Basque tO\vn during the Spanish 
Civil War. Two forms dominate the composition, a fierce 
~~1 and a dying horse. According to Picasso, the former 
symbolizes brutalit,y and darkness while the latter repre-
sents the people. Out of a ~~ndow on the right flows the 
fearful face of a woman. In her hand she holds a candle 
which seems to symbolize the conscience of a horrified 
huma~. The figures as a whole are representative of 
aggression and public chaos. 
The st.1le of the painting reinforces t he meaning. By dis-
organizing and dissociating the anatomies of the figures, 
fear and terror are created. The wartime agony of death 
and senseless destruction is emphasized by the black, white 
and gray coloring. The psychological approach of Picasso 
gives the viewer a feeling of mass insanity. 
12. Symbolist poets have attempted to discover a new syntax and even 
3M. H. Abrams, A Glossary of LiterarY Terms (New York, 1957), p. 95. 
a new language for poetry, just as painters have experimented 
with various forms of abstractionism. 
a. Edith Si twell 1 s poem, 11Wal tz11 , illustrates a new concept 
of language which i s based upon the subjective arrange-
ment of word patterns for the purpose of creating 
melodic, rhythmie phrases resembling music in effect. 
She also has employed free verse, which means that the 
poem has no regular metric pattern and does not always 
rhyme. 
b. In painting, Mondrian' s "Broadway Boogie vloogie", Poll-
ock's "Number 1, 1949", and Rothko 1 s "Three Forms" are 
all illustrative of new directions in abstractionism. 
Nature has been abandoned completely; the artist has 
turned to his inner world and shaped hi s medium to ex-
press what he apprehends t here. 
B. Appreciations 
1. Like their predecessors in the previous century, modern artists 
have revolted against traditional subject matter, forms and 
style. 
2. Most recent literature has been either an application of the 
romantic principles to new themes or a hostile reaction against 
them. 
3. Realistic art had developed to the fullest extent of its capac-
ity by the end of the nineteenth century. Artists naturally 
turned to new forms of expression which did ~ necessarily 
resemble the objective world. 
4. The symbolists, like the romantics, approached their subjects 
subjectively; they wished to suggest rather than to state. The 
inner workings of the mind, rather than external nature, became 
the focus of attention. 
5. Some of the most notable works of the age are symbolic in every 
element: in their settings, their agents, their actions and 
their language. 
6. The creative individual has rejected our mechanistic, industrial 
world because it demands confonni ty which stiffies his original-
ity. 
7. Twentieth century artists also feel alienated from society and a 
s.ympathetic audience. One explanation for thi s fact is that the 
artist may be ahead of his time, that is, he may be expressing 
forces and feelings of which we are not as yet aware and there-
fore do not understand. 
8. Another possible reason is that people tend to cling to the famil-
iar, where they feel secure, and to resist change, which seems to 
threaten their position. 
9. This tendency could have serious effects. The artist may become 
frustrated and give up his original ideas. As a result, man's 
creative abilities will be lost and society 'Hill suffer. 
10. We, who comprise the audience, have an obligation to keep an open 
mind when presented with a serious creative effort. We must re-
member that our eyes have been trained to Realism (in our homes, 
our schools, our literature and our magazines) and t hat we must 
have ~ eyes which will be responsive to values in a work of art 
not discoverable on the surface of nature. 
c. Skills 
See Resource Unit, pages 45;..48 • 
III. Activities 
A. Introductory Activities 
1. The Columbia recording entitled The Pleasure Dome: An Audible 
Anthology of Modern Poet:cy Read by its Creators, would introduce 
students to the work of T. S. Eliot, Marianne Moore, E. E. 
Cummings, William Carlos Williams, Ogden Nash, w. H. Auden, 
and Dylan Thomas. A class discussion should follow in order 
to illuminate some of the changes that have taken place in 
poetic theory since the last century. 
2. A modern writer or painter could talk to the class about his 
work and his theories of art. 
3. A fi eld trip to a nearQ1 museum would enable students to see 
original modern paintings and compare them to older master-
pieces. 
4. The class might take advantage of some environmental occur-
renee, such as the recent Armory Show held in New York which 
duplicated exactly the original exhibition of 1913. 
5. The teacher will read a modern poem in free verse or an exerpt 
from a modern drama and then present several abstract paintings. 
The class will attempt to discover the artist1 s attitude toward 
his environment and toward himself. 
6. Reproductions of twentieth century art will be displayed on the 
bulletin board. As the unit progresses, each student \iill con-
tribute to thi s collection and give a brief explanation of his 
selection. 
7. Challenging questions should be raised by the students to serve 
as the core of the unit, such as: 
a. What have been some of the advantages and disadvantages 
of the Industrial Age for the individual? 
b. Is modern man a slave or a leader? 
c. When is conformity desirable? undesirable? 
d. Why have artists chosen the symbol to express themselves? 
B. Core Activities 
1. Read all of the following poems, ~of the dramas, and one 
novel (which may be chosen from your bibliograpqy). 
a. W. B. Yeats "Wild Swans at Coole" 
"Sailing to Byzantium" 
"The Second Coming" 
b. E. A. Robinson "Miniver Cheevy 11 
"Luke Havergal 11 
c. w. Stevens "Emperor of Ice Cream" 
d. E. Si twell 11Waltz 11 
e. H. Ibsen Peer Gynt 
The Wild Duck 
Hedda Gabler 
f. G. B. Shaw 
g. E. Rice 
h. E. O'Neill 
i. L. Pirandello 
j. J. Joyce 
Major Barbara 
Man and Su;eerman 
The Adding Machine 
The Hairy: Ape 
Henry IV 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young 
Man 
1.) In a five-page paper analyze three of the above poems. Be 
sure to include for each poem a statement of the poet's 
purpose, his theme, the mood, and any particular poetic de-
vices used, such as imagery and symbolism. Add a short 
paragraph giving your own reactions to each poem. 
2.) Choose either a drama~ a selection from Joyce's novel to 
analyze in a five-page paper. Comment on the meaning of 
the vrork and, on the basis of your interpretation, give 
your opinion of the author's picture of man. In what ways 
do you agree or disagree with the author's point of view? 
Pay particular attention to the symbolism and any special 
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st,ylistic techniques which the writer has used. 
2. Organize a committee for a panel discussion on one of the follow-
ing aspects of the twentieth century: politics, economics, 
social conditions, religion, psychology, literature and the visu-
al arts. You should concern yourselves primarily with the United 
States. Look up information on your topic and illustrate your 
presentation. 
3. Choose an abstract painting for a one page creative writing paper. 
Study the picture carefully first, jotting down your reactions to 
it. (How does it make you feel? What thoughts occur to you?) 
Then write your impressions or perhaps an original story. Do not 
worry about interpreting the meaning of the painting; let your 
imagination do the work for you. 
4. Choose a modern poem .2!: painting to interpret for the class in a 
brief three minute oral report. Tell how your selection reflects 
the artist's view of society and himself. Comment also upon the 
symbolism and st,yle of the work. 
5. In a group attend either a modern play, art exhibit or concert in 
this are. Imagine that you are the art critic for a newspaper 
assigned to evaluate and interpret these works. (Assume that the 
public has never seen them.) Write a two page article for your 
paper giving your reactions to the performances or exhibits. 
6. Keep a notebook of unfamiliar literary and artistic terms which 
appear in your reading. Look up their meanings and give an ex-
ample of the application of each one. 
c. Optional Related Activities - Choose ~· 
1. Investigate the contribution of one of the following men to 
twentieth century art: E. T. A. Hoffmann, E. A. Poe, F. 
Neitzsche, or S. Freud, and present your findings in either an 
oral (five minutes) or a written (three pages) report. 
2. Give an illustrated ten minute talk on modern architecture, 
sculpture or music. Relate your information to the unit theme. 
3. Write an original poem in free verse, using one or more s.ymbols. 
4. Create an original design for a modern building, make a sculp-
ture, or paint a picture in the style of any modern artist. 
Explain your technique to the class and let them discover your 
purpose and meaning. 
5. A.rrange an Armory Show for 1963. What objects of art would you 
include and why? How would you arrange them? Oral - ten minutes. 
6. Dramatize a selection from a s.ymbolic play, such as Hedda Gabler 
or The Adding Machine, or write an original drama and perform it. 
You may be asked to present it to another class. 
7. Keep a scrapbook of your favorite modern poems and paintings. 
Briefly explain in a caption why you have chosen each selection. 
8. Choose a character from any selection we have read. Make a list 
of words and phrases the author uses in describing him or list 
details and incidents that tell you about him. Then write a 
short, t-vro page paper describing the character. 
9. Organize a committee to discuss or to dramatize conformity in the 
twentieth century. You might consider its advantages and disad-
vantages as well as its effect upon the creative individual. 
Should our government permit freedom of expression in the arts 
or should we have controls on our artists as in Russia? How does 
conformity appear in school life? How should the individual re-
act to it? 
10. Form a "Current Events Commi ttee11 to keep the class informed of 
current exhibits, lectur es, plays and special progr ams in the 
arts. You should check newspapers , magazines, radio and tele-
vision daily. 
D. Culminating Activities 
1. The Columbia recording enti t led The Pleasure Dome: An Audible 
Antholo~ of Modern Poetry Read by its Creators, and any other 
valuable records or films could be played again in order to 
summarize the unit. 
2. The optional work, including oral reports , panel di scussions, 
dramatizations , exhibits of completed projects and summaries 
of research, will be presented to t he class. 
3. Committees may prepare reference tapes for use by other clas ses. 
4. Optional work of particular merit may be presented to other 
classes in a large lecture situation. 
5. The teacher may lead a class di scussion summarizing the import-
ant concepts of the unit. Special attention should be given to 
comparing and contrasting the views of man held by several dif-
ferent artists. Emphasis should be placed also on comparing and 
contrasting the nineteenth and t>-rentieth centuries in relation 
to the unit theme. During the di s cussion the students should 
take notes and then organize them into an outline for the pur-
pose of review. 
6. In a paragraph each student will state what interested him most 
about the study of modern literature and painting, and what in-
terested him least. 
IV. Materials 
Supplementary Books for Pupils · 
The following is a suggested, partial list of supplementary readings 
for this unit. (Publishers and publication dates are not listed for 
works which are well-known or which appear in many editions.) 
See Section IV of the resource unit for suggested supplementary 
materials concerning art and philosophy for both teacher and pupils. 
( *) Easy Reading (**) Difficult Reading 
Unless other\rlse noted, the book requires average reading ability. 
A. (-**) Hawthorne, Nathaniel, The Scarlet Letter. 
An absorbing novel showing the restrictions imposed by society 
and the effect on t wo persons reacting differently to the im-
pact of those restrictions. Hawthorne's preoccupation ~dth 
evil and sin and his psychological probings require an above 
average reading ability. 
B. (**) Hemingway, Ernest, The Old Man and the Sea. 
An action story concerning the stalwart efforts of old man 
Santiago to catch and hold a giant marlin. The plot will 
appeal to most students while others will grasp the s.ymbolic 
and allegorical value of the tale. 
C. Ibsen, Henrik, Hedda Gabler. New York: Random House, 1890. 
D. 
A drama concerning the viciousness and degeneration of a high-
strung, sensitive and utterly restless woman. The intimate 
relationship between cowardice and \dckedness is revealed also. 
A symbolic work which forces one to re-examine current values. 
------' Peer Gynt. New York: Random House, 1867. 
A play attacking middle-class society. The hero is an egocen-
tric, self-seeking, unscrupulous rascal \'lho represents the moral 
cowardliness of the Non1egian national character, as the play-
wri ght saw it. An amusing and brilliantly written work. 
The Wild Duck. New York: Random House, 1884. 
A ~bolic drama describing the damage a reformer can do in the 
world when he takes no account of the potentialities of those 
he would rescue. Emphasis is on psychological insights which 
require a mature understanding. 
F. Ionesco, Eugene, Rhinoceros. New York: Gr ove Press, I nc., 1960. 
A comic play dealing with the conflict between conformity 
and individuality. Ionesco describes the struggle of the 
individual to maintain his integrity and identity in a 
world which worships the "beauty" of brute force and the 
doctrine of "moving v.1. th the times". Good examination of 
values. 
G. (~*) Joyce, James, The Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. 
New York: Modern Library, 1928. 
An absorbing, unusual autobiography treating the author's 
life from hi s earliest memories to the point of his re-
birth as an artist. Since the vrork is psychological and 
employs the stream-of-consciousness tecrilldque, it is most 
suitable for advanced readers. 
H. O'Neill, Eugene, The Hairy Ape. 
A drama about the evils of industrialism and their effect 
upon the individual. Man is depicted as a cog in a 
machine who searches for a place to belong. Readers must 
be careful to observe the actions of the main characters 
in each new environment, as they reveal new aspects of his 
personality. Provides food for thought. 
I. Pirandello, Luigi, Henry IV. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1922. 
A play concerning the diff erence between appearance and 
reality. Henry IV is an eleventh century man who, be-
cause of an accident, finds himself living in the twen-
tieth century. A forceful, psychological, thought-pro-
voking drama which presents some basic truths of human 
nature. 
J. Rice, Elmer, The Adding Machine. 
A drama dealing v.~th the dehumanizing effect of the machine. 
Mr. Zero, the main character, represents man' s loss of indi-
viduality in a society which thrives on routine jobs and 
conventional people. Both content and stage effects are 
symbolic. A forceful, socially significant work. 
K. (**) Sartre, Jean-Paul, The Wall. New York: Vint~ge Books, 1947. 
An existentialist play treati ng the classic motif of confron-
tation with death. A condemned prisoner can no longer "pro-
ject " himself toward the future; he feel s as if a wall had 
suddenly been erected in front of him, a wall beyond v1hich he 
cannot go, think, feel, or plan. As a result, he is no longer 
a real man. A difficult, symbolic work well worth reading. 
L. Shaw, George Bernard, Major Barbara. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1907. 
A play advancing Ibsen's theory that men are different and 
therefore unequal; those who are superior have an obligation 
to develop their talents for the benefit of all. Undersha.ft, 
Barbara, and Cusins represent different forces which are sym-
bolically united at the end. An amusing, "'i tty, thought,...pro-
voking drama. 
M. (**) Shaw, Bernard, Man and Superman. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1903. 
A philosophic comedy concerning the emergence through crea-
tive evolution of a new form of man, whom Shaw termed a 
11 superman11 • This individual, possessing power, a strong 
will, and intelligence, would be capable of abolishing 
poverty and of using his talents and money for constructive 
purposes in order to improve society. An interesting solu-
tion to many social problems of today. 
N. Whyte, William H., The Organization Man. New York: Simon and 
Schuster, Inc., 1956. 
A novel portraying man as the victim of large business 
organizations in \'thich "success" is awarded only to those 
who subdue their individuality and originality. An amus-
ing satire which forces the reader to re-examine current 
values. 
0. Wolfe, Thomas, Look Homeward, Angel. New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1929. 
An autobiography of a young man who is influenced by heredity 
and educated by his experiences in life. The work consists 
of deep ps.ychological probings and s.ymbolic tecr~ique; for 
example, its poetic prose style. It is excellent for discus-
sing price individuals pay for confused values. 
V. Evaluation 
See Section V of Resource Unit, page 92. 
IV. Materials 
In addition to specific materials listed with each sub-unit, the follow-
ing are suggested: 
A. Art Books for the Teacher and Pupils 
1. Apollinaire, Guillaume, The Cubist Painters, New York: Witten-
born and Company, 1949. 
2. Bacon, Dolores, Pictures Eve!'l Child Should Know, New York: 
Grosset and Dunlap, 1908. 
3. Barr, Alfred H., Jr., Cubism and Abstract Art, New York: Museum 
of Modern Art, 1936. 
4. (ed.), Masters of Modern Art, New York: 
Museum of Modern Art, 1954. 
5. Baur, John I. B., ( ed.), New Art in America: Fifty Painters of 
the Twentieth CentuEY, Greenwich, Connecticut: New York 
Graphic Societ,r, 1957. 
6. Boas, George (ed.), Courbet and the Naturalistic Movement, 
Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1938. 
7. Boswell, Peyton, Jr., Modern American Painting, New York: Dodd, 
Mead, 19.39. 
8. Brion, Marcel; Sam Hunter; and others, Art Since 1945, New York: 
Abrams, 1958. 
9. Brown, Milton w., American Painting From the Armory Show to the 
Present, Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 
1955. 
10. Cahill, Holger and Alfred H. Barr, Jr., Art in America in Modern 
Times, New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1934. 
11. Chambers , Frank P., The Histo!'l of Taste, New York: Columbia 
Universit,y Press, 1932. 
12. Chase, G. H., and C. R. Post, History of Sculpture, New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1924. 
13. Chene,y, Sheldon, The Story of Modern Art, New York: Viking 
Press , 1947. 
14. Craven, Thomas, The Rainbow Book of Art, New York: World Publish-
ing, 1956. 
15. Deknatel, Frederick B., Edward Munch, New York: Chanticleer, 1950. 
16. Dorra, Henri, The American Muse, New York: Viking, 1961. 
!7. Downer, Marion, Paul Cezanne , New York: Lothrup, Lee and 
Shepard Company, 1951. 
18. Duthui t, Georges, The Fauvist Painters, New York: Wittenborn 
Schultz, 1950. 
19. Elgar, Frank and Robert Maillard, Picasso, New York: Praeger, 
1956. 
20. Faulkner, R. N., Edwin Zigfield and Gerald Hill, Art Toda;r_: 
An Introduction to the Fine and Functional Arts, New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1956. 
21. Gardner, Helen, Art Through the Ages, New York: Harcourt, Brace 
and Company, Inc., 1948. 
22. Goldwater, R. F. and M. Treves, Artists on Art, New York: 
Pantheon Books, Inc., 1947. 
23. Gray, Christopher, Cubist Aesthetic Theories, Baltimore: John 
Hopkins Press, 1953. 
24. Gropius, Walter, The New Arcbi tecture and the Bauhaus, London: 
Faber and Faber, 1935. 
25. Hauser, Arnold, The Social History of Art, New York: Arnold A. 
Knopf, 1951, Volume II. 
26. Hess, Thomas B., Abstract Painting, Background and American 
Phase, New York: Viking Press, 1951. 
27. Hunter, Sam, Modern French Painting, New York: Dell Publishing 
Company, 1956. 
28. Lake, Carlton and Robert Maillard (eds.), Dictionary of Modern 
Painting, New York: Tudor and Paris Book Centre, 1955. 
29. Larrea, Juan, Guernica, New York: Curt Valentin, 1947. 
30. McCurdy, Charles (ed.), Modern Art, a Pictorial Antholog,y, New 
York: Macmillan, 1958. 
31. Moore, Lamont, The First Book of Painting, New York: Franklin 
Watts, 1960. 
32. Motherwell, Robert and Ad Reinhardt (eds.), Modern Artists in 
America: First Series, New York: Wittenborn Schultz, 1951. 
33. Munro, Eleanor C., The Golden Enc;r_clopedia of Art, New York: 
Golden Press, 1961. 
34. Myers, Bernard, The German Expressionists, Nelv York: Praeger, 
1957. 
35. Pevsner, Nikolaus, Pioneers of Modern Design: From William 
Morris to Walter Gropius, New York: Museum of Modern Art, 
1949. 
36. Reymond, Marcel, From Baudelaire to Surrealism, New York: 
Wittenborn Schultz, Inc., 1950. 
37. Raynal, Maurice, History of _Mo9-ern Painting, 3 volumes, 
Geneva: Skira, 1949-50 • 
.38. Raynal, Maurice, Modern Paintin_g, Geneva: Skira, 1953. 
39. Read, Herbert, "Gauguin, Return to Symbolism", Art News, 
(Annual) November, 1955. 
40. Read, Herbert (ed.), Surrealism, London: Faber and Faber, 
19.36. 
41. Reiser, Max., "The Aesthetic Theory of Social Realism", 
Journal of Aes~hetics and Art Criticism, December, 1957, 
pages 237 - 248. 
42 . Rewald, John, Post--Impressionism from Van Gogh to Gaugin~ 
New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1957. 
4.3. Ritchie, Andrew Carnduff, T-tasters of British Painting 1800 -
1950, New York: 'f.tuseum of Hodern Art, 1956. 
44. Seuphor, Michel, Piet Mondrian: His Life and Work, Ne'" York: 
Abra.'fls , 1956. 
45. Soby, Ja•·nes Thrall, Salvador Dal~, New York: Museum of Modern 
Art, 1946. 
46. ____ , Yves Tan~, New York: Museum of Modern 
Art, 1955. 
47. Van Gogy, The Complete Letters of Vincent_Van Gogh, Greenwich: 
The New York Graphic Society, 1958. 
48. Venturi, Lione1lo, History of Art Critic!~ New York: E. P. 
Dutton and Company, 19.36. 
49. Impressionis"Ss.. and Symbolists, New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950. 
50. Modern Painters, New York: Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons, 1947. 
B. General Catalogues on Contemporary Artists 
1. Museum of Modern Art, Fifteen Americans, edited by Dorotey c. 
Miller, New York, 1952. 
2. Twelve America~ edited by Dorotey C. 
Miller, New York, 1956. 
). , The New _Decade 1 Twenty-Two European 
Painters and Sculptors, edited by Andrew C. Ritchie, New 
York, 1955. 
4. The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, Younger European Painters, 
edited by James J. Sweeney, New York, 1953. 
5. Younger American Painters, 
edited by James J. Sweeney, New York, 1954. 
C. Films 
1. Art in the ivestern World (30 minutes), Encyclopedia Britannica. 
Films, Inc. 
2. Jacques Lipchi tz (30 minutes), Encyclopedia Britannica Films, 
Inc. 
). ro1arcel DuCham.E (30 minutes), Encyclopedia Britannica Films, 
Inc. 
4. Vincent Van Gogh (20 minutes}, Coronet Films. 
D. Filmstr!2_ 
1. Henry Matisse~ Part 1, 52 frames with captions and text, color. 
Life Magazine, Filmstrip Division, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New 
York 20, New York. 
E. Resources at The Museum of Fine gt.§...~. Boston 
The Boston Museum of Fine Arts lends a variety of material to 
schools free of charge except for transportation costs. Many 
museums throughout the countr,y offer similar services. Address in-
quiries to: 
The Extension Service 
Museum of Fine Arts 
465 Huntington Avenue 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
Included are the following: 
1. Portfolios 
Each portfolio consists of fifteen to thirty color reproductions 





Nineteenth Century French Painting 
Modern Painting 




2. Exhibits of the Week 
Units of four-color reproductions on enlarged photographs with 
explanatory text, mounted on 22 cy 28 inch cardboard and de-
signed for limited exhibition space. 
American Artists (19th - 20th Century) 
American Scenes (19th - 20th Century) 
Four American Painters (Copley, Whistler, Homer, Sargent) 
Van Gogh 




Twentieth Century Abstractions 
Twentieth Century Realism 
3. Slide Sets 
Address inquiries to: 
Slide Library 
Museum of Fine Arts 
465 Huntington Avenue 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
Nineteenth Century French Painting 
Modern Architecture 
Architecture in America 
Arts of the Twentieth Century 
V. Evaluation 
A. Objective Evaluations 
1. Objective tests 
2. Vocabulary tests 
3. Interpretive tests 
B. Subjective Evaluations 
1. Expository and creative compositions 
2. Quality and quantity of reading done 
3. Oral reports 
4. Book discussions 
5. Analyses of works of art 
6. Discussion participation 
7. Enlargement of vocabulary 
8. Growth in communication skills 
9. Participation in core and optional activities 
C. Subjective Evaluations: Changes in Attitudes and Tastes 
1. Intellectual curiosity 
2. Persistent effort to develop objectivity and an 
understanding of the intention of the artist 
3. Receptiveness to new ideas; sensitivit,y 
4. Readiness to admit change in point of view 
5. Initiative in calling attention to relevant 
material in the press and periodicals 
6. Attendance at exhibits, dramatic productions 
7. Plans for building a personal library of 
literature and art books 
D. Pupil Evaluation of the Unit 
Answers of pupils to such questions s_s: 
1. What do you like or dislike about this method of study? 
2. What suggestions for improvement can you offer? 
3. In what particular ways do you think you have grown during 
this unit? For example, in understandings? In tastes or 
attitudes? In skills? 
Sample Test 
(Based on both sub-units. Correct answers given in parentheses.) 
I. Indicate whether the following statements are true (T) or false (F): 
(T) 1. Man has a1 ways had an artistic impulse. 
(T) 2. Even though an artist may rebel against his 
social unit, he cannot entirely escape it. 
(F) 3. Every artist makes a conscious effort to 
reform and improve life. 
(F) 4. The symbolists hoped that their works of 
art would be understood by all men. 
(F) 5. Symbolism first appeared in the twentieth century. 
(T) 6. Changes in artistic theories and practices result 
from the revolt of one group against another. 
(F) 7. When one has to puzzle over the meaning of a work 
of art, it r~s little value. 
(F) 8. A work of art is beautiful. 
(F) 9. The more lifelike a work of art, the better it is. 
(T) 10. Art depends upon an objective, creative audience. 
II. Briefly define each of the following terms: 
1. Romanticism: (Emphasis on imagination, sentiment, emotion 
and individualism in thought and expression.) 
2. Realism: (The theory that art and literature should conform 
to nature or to real life.) 
3. Naturalism: (A careful and detailed representation of things in 
nature and life as they really are, wi t l'l..out ideali-
zation.) 
4. Symbol: (A word or phrase signifying an object which itself 
bas significance - a range of meaning beyond itself.) 
5. Stream-of-consciousness: (A writing technique which attempts to 
reproduce one's thoughts, perceptions, 
judgments , feelings, associations and 
memories without controls of reason or 
moral preoccupations.) 
6. Free verse: (Verse written witr~ut a regular metric pattern, 
and usually without rhyme.) 
7. Subjective: (The writer projects his private experiences, 
disposition and feelings.) 
8. Objective: (The writer presents his characters and their t houghts, 
feelings and actions without becoming involved himself.) 
9. Expressionism: (Distortion of the objects and events in the outer 
world with emphasis on the concepts and attitudes 
of the artist himself.} 
10. Abstract art: (The construction of form out of purely formal ele-
ments - line, light and dark, color and texture -
with little or no regard for the natural appearance 
of what is represented. Form itself is the subject 
matter.) 
III. Essay Questions 
1. Name the four chief facets to a work of art and give a brief 
explanation of each one. 
(It is (1) a form created by some artist; (2) it has a 
cultural or time context; (3) a content or subject matter; 
and (4) often a function or use. Explained in Understand-
ing 3, page41.) 
2. Compare and contrast the attitudes toward nature and the real 
world of the romantics, the realists, and the naturalists. 
Use examples from your reading to support your statements. 
(The romantics shunned industrialism and sought r efuge in the 
out-of-doors, which they idealized. The realists attempted 
to present life as it really was and had little interest in 
the romantics• subjective view of the world. The naturalists 
exposed social problems in an effort to reform existing evils; 
they believed that an individual was a product of his heredity 
and environment. Explained in Sub-unit One, Understandings 4 
and 10-13, pages 52 , 54) 
3. Explain the follo~~ng statement: Symbolism may be regarded as 
the general trend which retained a few of the essential feature s 
of Romanticism. Support your answer with examples from litera-
ture and painting. 
(Both the romantics and the symbolists were repulsed b.Y 
society and tried to escape it. They believed that the 
purpose of the artist was to create the world for his 
audience rather than to copy the world outside. Both 
revealed, too, a fascination for the difference between 
appearance and reality and the use of the imagination 
for discovering the truth. Explained in Sub-Unit Two, 
Understandings 3-5 and 8, pages 70 , 7.1}· 
4. Explain the influence of Sigmund Freud upon the s.ymbolists. 
Your answer should include examples from literature and painting. 
(Freud's theory that the subconscious part of the mind 
controls one's personality and behavior and his method 
of psychoanalysis, which was based upon the free associ-
ation of ideas and the interpretation of dream s.ymbols, 
were adopted b.Y the symbolists. Surrealist paintings 
reveal a concern for the subconscious world of fantasy 
and dreams. Explained in Sub-unit Two, Understandings 8, 
page 75.) 
5. Comment on the stylistic changes made by the romantics, the 
realists, the naturalists, and the s.ymbolists. Give an explana-
tion of the reasons for these innovations. Support your answer 
with illustrations from literature and painting. 
(New themes often require nelo~ literary and artistic forms. 
Each of the movements either altered the previous modes 
of e~~ression or developed new ones. Language, s.rntax, 
metre and r~e were all subjected to various changes. 
Explained in Sub-unit One, Understandings 9 and 14, pages 54 ,.56 
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